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Robert Browning's poetry is a study of life in numerous and varied
stages:
His art is, from first to last, a faithful reflection of human
nature, the human nature of hundreds of different characters, good
and bad.... ^
His characters are both historical and fictional, and come from several
walks of life. Browning is concerned in the field of art, for example,
with musicians, painters, sculptors and poets. Men and women from other
walks of life also appear frequently in his poetry; physicians, students,
soldiers, nobles, scientists and clergymen are often the subject of his pen.
Of all the groups mentioned above, Charles Phipps argues that the
churchmen, especially Catholic monks, friars, priests, bishops and
popes, make up the most significant and artistically successful
group of Browning's characters.^
It is this group, the clergy, which is the object of this study. The spe¬
cific purpose of this thesis is to analyze several clerical portraits,
including those of all the famous and many of the lesser-known clerical
figures, in an effort to realize the general picture Browning gives his
audience of the nature of both contemporary and historical churchmen. In
^John Erskine, Pre-Raphaelite and Other Poets (Freeport, N.Y.: Books
for Libraries Press, 1968), p. 181.
^Charles Thomas Phipps, "Browning's Clerical Characters," Disserta¬
tion Abstracts, XXVII (July, 1966), 213A.
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addition, an effort will be made, first, to discover from the portraits
Browning's attitude toward the religions which these several churchmen
represent and, second, to find within the poems evidence of his own rell-
glovis creed.
Perhaps the best way to approach the problem Is to consider first
some of the religious contacts which Influenced Robert Browning from his
childhood and which may have shaped his attitudes toward his clerical
studies. William Clyde DeVane tells us that both Browning and his father
(whose liberalism would have led one to expect something different) were
dominated by Robert's mother In matters of religion. Hers was a dissenters'
religion, Congregationalism, and both Robert and his father "attended
church regularly but not eagerly." Browning's continuance In the Congre¬
gational Church, then, was owing to his great love for his mother, rather
than to religious piety. Some authors such as William Lyon Phelps feel
that the Evangelical training given him by his mother "had an Incalculably
strong Influence on the spirit of Robert Browning's poetry."^
DeVane goes on to tell us, and all the biographers agree, that at
age fourteen Browning rejected his mother's religion for a short time when
he turned to atheism and vegetarianism. Influenced by both Voltaire and
Shelley.^ Though he returned rather quickly to his mother's Congregation¬
alism, most biographers and critics believe that Shelley's Influence was
lifelong In Its effects.
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A Browning Handbook (2nd ed.; New York: Appleton Century Crofts,
1955), p. 4.
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As to the Influence of Elizabeth Barrett Browning upon her hus¬
band's religious beliefs, there are differences of opinion. Some students,
including DeVane, feel that Brovming imderwent a religious revival under
the Influence of his wife's devout Christianity.® Others, including Kings¬
bury Badger, argue that Mrs. Browning did not bring him back to religious
orthodoxy and that she herself was a spiritualist of no creed.^ The
second opinion appears closer to the truth from information gathered from
the biographies and letters, which indicate that neither of the Brownings
Q
gave acceptance to religious formulas.
Having discussed the major personal Influences upon Browning's
religious attitudes, we may now attempt to discover just exactly what were
those attitudes. Any study of Browning's religious philosophy will of
necessity consider the question of the poet's orthodoxy. It is true that
there are certain Christian beliefs to which Browning clings in his poetry.
Browning believed, for example, in the divinity of Jesus, though, as Badger
points out, he did not identify him with the Deity. For many students,
including Badger, belief in the Incarnation is the central doctrine of
Browning's religion,^ Most, however, would argue that Browning would
assert that belief in the incarnation must result from a personal experience
^Ibid.. p. 23.
^Kingsbury Badger, "'See the Christ Standi' Browning's Religion" in
Robert Browning; A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. by Phillip Drew
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), p.78.
®Ibid.
^Ibid., pp. 79-80.
^^Wllliam 0. Raymond, "The Jewelled Bow: A Study of Browning;
Imagery emd Humanism" in Robert Browning; A Collection of Critical Essays.
ed. by Phillip Drew (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), p. 80.
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Because Browning does cling to and defend this religious position, he Is
often considered to be an extremely religious Individual:
Browning does not. . .find satisfactory those rationalistic explana¬
tions which do away with the divine In Jestis, and leave him merely
a great teacher of moral truth, an exemplar of the highest conduct.
Moreover, students, accepting his affirmation of the Incarnation, thought
him well within the Christian tradition because of his use of theological
language. Roma King, however, points out that, although In many cases he
used the terminology of Christianity, he often used the old terms from a
la3nnen's point of view. Investing them with new meaning.
A second religious conviction which appears to have been extremely
Important to Browning Is a belief In man's spiritual Immortality. This
belief, however. Just as with his belief In the Incarnation, was an extremely
13
subjective one. It Is, then, a personal spiritual survival which Is most
Important to Browning. Furthermore, Browning's Individualistic Inslstance
upon a personal God^^ serves to Impress his readers with the total subjec¬
tivity and Individuality of his religion.
Thus Browning Insisted throughout his poetry that
It Is the duty of each man to search out with all earnestness
what Is truth to him, and, when found, cling to It with all
the energy of which his nature Is capable.
^^Wllllam J. Alexander, An Introduction to the Poetry of Robert
Browning (Boston: Ginn and Co., 1889), p. 105.
^Roma A. King, Jr., The Focusing Artlface: The Poetry of Robert
Browning (Athens: Ohio U. Press, 1968), pp. 120-21.
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His was an extremely personal religion; although he adapted some of the
Christian myths to fit it, he did not confine himself to the rigors of
Christian tradition. He extracted that which he found acceptable and
altered that which was unacceptable to him.
Most scholars agree that the doctrine of Love was at the root of
Browning's religious philosophy:
Love, Browning's highest expression of spiritual vitality, was
the cardinal principle of his creed; God was vital to him only
as a loving God, and Christ only as the human embodiment and
witness of God's love. . . .^^
Browning insisted that if God is not a God of love, man, who is capable
of love, is then the higher creature.
Though Browning found himself in general agreement with Christian
tradition on this point, he did not hesitate to reject that tradition when
he found it to be at odds with his own religious beliefs. Thus Browning
turned away with indifference or disgust from the whole
doctrinal apparatus of the Atonement, which, however closely
bound up with the popular conception of God's love, had nothing
to do with his conception of it. . . .
He was, then, quite content to pick over the myths of Christianity and
choose those which awakened his spirituality and complemented his personal
beliefs, rejecting all else as useless.
On what basis, we may well ask at this point, can such a religion
be composed? Browning's arbitrary choice of beliefs seems to appeal to no
rationalistic approach toward religion. His insistence upon the personal
nature of religion makes belief an extremely emotional experience, rather
than a rational one:
^^C. H. Herford, Robert Browning, Modem English Writers Series
(Edinburgh: William Blockwood and Sons, 1905), p. 160.
17 Ibid.
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The clue to Browning’s religious position lies in the recogni¬
tion of the fact that with him. . .it is the function of the
heart to ’melt the freezing reason’s colder part.’ His gnosti¬
cism is primarily emotional.
In accordance with this basic distinction between faith and
reason, the natural stress for Browning’s apologia for Chris¬
tianity is on the evaluation of it as a living experience rather
than as an historical creed.18
Browning’s religion, then, is doubtless one of Intuition over reason.
Such an admission can only bring one to the conclusion, as it has Richard
Altlck, that Browning
abandoned reason because it menaced his precarious faith, and
exaulted intuition not from any true confidence in its validity
but for its power to justify the desires of the heart. He kept
reiterating, "as if in an attempt at self hypnosis: 'I believe...
I believe...! believe...of course I believe,’" because he was
swept by misgiving; and kept asserting his belief the more dog¬
matically for the same reason. . . . "his famous positiveness in
religious matters is a telling clue to his underlying insecurity
Obviously Browning was not prepared by his thoroughly pious upbringing to
seek his religion in an Intellectual manner. Thus, even in his adulthood,
his religion was based on a "reliance on faith, faith alone, together with
a deep, almost morbid distrust of whatever operations of the mind would
cast doubt upon the truths which his faith established."^® Because he
could not "prove" his beliefs he rejected the tool of reason and accepted
that of intuition, which demanded, not proof, but only faith.
^®William 0. Ra3nnond, "Browning and Higher Criticism," in The
Infinite Moment and Other Essays in Robert Browning (Toronto: U. of
Toronto Press, 1950), p. 37.
^^Walter E. Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind (New Haven:
Yale U. Press, 1966), p. 159. The quotations within the quotation are from
Richard Altick’s "The Private Life of Robert Browning," Yale Review XVI,
(Winter, 1952), pp. 257 and 259.
^®Rlchard D. Altlck, "The Private Life of Robert Browning" in The
Browning Critics, ed. by Boyd Litzlnger and K, L. Knickerbocker (Lexing¬
ton: U. of Kentucky Press, 1950), pp. 258-59.
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We can see Browning's complete rejection of reason, again, in his
attitude toward the findings of both science and religious study in his
day. Because of the poet's insistence upon the Importance of intuition
over reason. Badger finds him at least superficially undisturbed by the
21
findings of either Darwinian investigation or Biblical criticism. Other
students argue that he was not unaffected by the discoveries of reason.
Douglas Bush maintains that, while he mildly took some cognizance of Darwin,
he was overtly hostile to Strauss and the Higher Criticism in general:
Browning could not take historical criticism as final, because
human reason and knowledge are limited and fallible and because
the real evidence is in the soul. He sees the divinity of Christ
and the transforming power of human and divine love as facts of
experience which mere biblical scholarship cannot overthrow.
The antagonism which Browning felt toward reason, and the findings of
Biblical criticism in particular, amounted to an intense skepticism of
the intellect which served only to strengthen his affirmation of intuition.
And he came to regard his religious beliefs in God as "historical facts
incapable of proof or disproof.Browning, then, seemed determined to
hold fast to those elements of the Christian myth which he found gratifying,
while rejecting those which were not rewarding. His efforts to do so led
him, of necessity, to reject reason in favor of emotion and intuition, for
only in that way could he be confident in his belief.
What conclusions, then, after having studied the various facets of
^^Badger, pp. 75, 78.
22
Douglas Biish, Science and English Poetry, an Historical Sketch.
1590-1950 (New York: Oxford D. Press, 1950), p. 132.
23Frederic Everett Faverty, Victorian Poets (Cambridge: Harvard U.
Press, 1956), p. 76.
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Browning's spiritual philosophy, can we arrive at as to the nature of his
religion? It was quite fashionable among members of the Browning societies
to claim for their revered poet "the distinction of being pre-eminently the
greatest Christian Poet we have ever had."^^ But most would not hesitate
to agree, also, that Browning writes "for men and women, whom indeed he
endeavors to make Christian In the widest sense of the word, but not by
o c
forcing dogma down their throats...."^
This antl-dogmatlc approach Is one which Is recognized by all the
scholars who study his work. Many, like Bury, feel that Browning Is only
the greater Christian because he rejects Christian dogmatism: "In Browning
are the germs of a religion that transcends ecclesiastical Christianity and
yet Includes It." Other Browning students try to name this antl-dogmatlc
Christianity of their poet, calling It Christian humanism and Christian
27
Platonism. To many his rejection of all institutionalized creeds and
much of orthodoxy does not make Browning any less Christian and. In fact,
all the more praiseworthy for his independence.
Additional opinions, on the other hand, remove Browning almost com¬
pletely from Christianity. Browning himself. It Is observed, replied with
28
a thundering "No" when asked by Robert Buchaiman If he were a Christian.
Rlrkman, Rev., "Introductory Address to the Browning Society," In
Browning Studies, ed. by Edward Berdoe (London: George Allen, 1895), p. 16.
25
John Bury, "Browning's Philosophji" in Browning Studies, ed. by
Edward Berdoe (London: George Allen, 1895), p. 30.
^^Ibld.. p. 43.
27
Jerome Hamilton Buckley, The Victorian Temper: A Study In Literary
Culture (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Press, 1951), p. 90.
^®Badger, p. 73.
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Others, like Henry Jones, see Browning as an agnostic:
Thus—to sum up Browning's view of knowledge—we are Ignorant
of the world; we do not know even whether It Is good or evil,
or only their semblance that Is presented to us In human life;
and we know nothing of God, except that he Is the cause of love
In man. What greater depth of agnosticism Is posslble?^^
Because Browning refuses proof and holds such a narrow view of Christian
tradition, Jones finds little In him to call Christian. Other Browning
students feel the same lack of orthodoxy and, after studying the poet,
discover that his brand of religion Is so far removed from the conventional
that It becomes Impossible to give It the broad title of Christianity:
From the viewpoint of Christian theology It Is something of
a shock to realize that what Browning means Is not what the
saints have meant at all, but something much closer to what
the Romantics would call Nature, or even what a materialist
might call "energy," to which Browning has added enough
Christian attributes of divine benevolence to afford an assurance
of Immortality.30
Baker sees Browning's religion as almost a kind of pantheism, a religion
In which one does not see God, but feels his presence ever3rwhere.
And, finally, there Is the view of Browning's religion which places
him In direct opposition to Christianity. George Santayana feels that
Browning's "vague" religion
takes the name of Christianity, and Identifies Itself with
one or two Christian Ideas arbitrarily selected; but at
heart It has far more affinity to the worship of Thor or
of Odin than to the religion of the cross.
29
Henry Jones, "The Heart and the Head" In The Browning Critics.
ed. by Boyd Lltzlnger and K. L. Knickerbocker (Lexington: U. of Ky. Press,
1950), p. 7.
30
Joseph E. Baker, "Religious Implications In Robert Browning's
Poetry." Philological Quarterly. XXXVI, No. 4 (Oct., 1957), 439.
^^George Santayana "The Poetry of Barbarism" In Robert Browning:
A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. by Philip Drew (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1966), p. 29.
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Browning's religion, then, is a mixture of heathen and Christian, as
Santayana sees it, and one which comes up predominantly pagan.
Such is the spectrum of views of Browning's religion: from Chris¬
tian to pagan. What summation of these views can we achieve and apply to
our present study? It doubtless would seem, from the range of ideas pre¬
sented as to the nature of Browning's faith, that his was an individual¬
istic and personal belief. It would seem, moreover, that, owing to his
strong basis in Evangelicalism, Browning's religion was essentially Chris¬
tian. But his is a Christianity of extremely unorthodox proportions. His
rejection of a formal creed because of his objection to dogmatism and
institutionalism makes his Christianity rather amorphous and, indeed, if
not doubtful, then absurd.
This Christianity, more overt in its negations than in its affirma¬
tions, is, then, what we can expect to find evidence of in Browning's
poetry. Such a study should certainly reveal his attitudes not only toward
the clerics themselves, but also toward their creeds. The most famous of
Browning's clergymen will be discussed in individual chapters: Bishop
Blougram, the Bishop of Saint Praxed's, Fra Lippo Lippi, the clerics in
Christmas-Eve and Easter-Pay and most of those in The Ring and the Book.
An additional chapter will study, in a similar manner, a number of the
less significant clerical portraits, among which poems are "A Death in
the Desert," "Johannes Agricola in Meditation," Pippa Passes, Red Cotton
Night-Cap Country, "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister," and "Rabbi Ben Ezra."
As was stated earlier in the introduction, the purpose of the study is to
analyze the portraits Browning presents to find evidence in the poems of




"Bishop Blougram's Apology" Is one of the most famous of Browning's
clerical monologues. Host critics agree that the model for Blougram was
Cardinal Wiseman who had, some time before the portrait was written, been
made the first Roman Catholic Archbishop of Westminster^. Raymond points
out that there are. Indeed, "several references, under a thin dramatic
2
disguise, to Incidents In Wiseman's career." It seems, however, that
Blougram Is really a composite of at least two predominant Roman Catholic
clergymen of Browning's period. R. C. Schweck points out In a brief article
that It was not Wiseman but Cardinal Newman who professed belief In Blou¬
gram's miracles of the "winking Virgin" and the liquefaction of St. Januarlus'
3
blood. Thus the final portrait must be a combination of the two Catholic
clerics.
Whatever and whoever has gone Into the composition of Bishop
Blougram, the finished product Is not at all flattering. Park Honan, In
a rather mild description of the bishop, sees him as a man of two character-
^Thomas R. Lounsbury, The Early Literary Career of Robert Browning
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1911), p. 177.
William 0. Raymond, "Browning's Casuists," In The Infinite Moment
and Other Essays In Robert Browning (Toronto: U. of Toronto Press, 1950),
p. 135.
C. Schweck, "Bishop Blougram's Miracles," Modem Language Notes.
LXXI, No. 6 (June, 1956), 416-18.
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istic drives: "The one based upon a yearning for good food, bodily comfort,
pleasant surroundings, practical power and influence" and "the other upon
a passion for God," this second drive being subordinate to the first.^
Other evaluations of Blougram are not as benevolent as Honan's. DeVane
sees the portrait as "an attempt to make a case for a sophistical and in¬
dulgent priest at his worst," while Chesterton sees Blougram as a "vulgar,
fashionable priest justifying his own cowardice."^ And still another critic
calls the portrait "an attempt to discover whether a good case cannot be
made for the individual hypocrite."^ Most of the other Browning scholars
agree that Blougram's portrait is that of a worldly and sophistical casuist
for whom expedience is the first rule of conduct.
A study of the portrait itself will justify these critical evalua¬
tions of Blougram. From the very first, Blougrjim's whole manner of speak¬
ing—his style, grammar, and linguistic techniques, as well as his fluent
use of images and similes—reveals immediately that he is a worldly and
sophisticated man. His worldliness and sophistication are revealed in other
ways as well. He is an epicure of good food, for example. He drinks
only the finest claret and smokes the best cigars. He is, also, a patron
of the arts; he is as familiar with Shakespeare, Dickens and French novels
as with religious literature; and he is also, it would seem, a connoisseur
of good music. He has had, moreover, a broad education and speaks the
Italian of Rome as well as Greek and, of course, Latin. And, finally, he
^Park Honan, Browning's Characters: A Study in Poetic Technique
(New Haven: Yale U. Press, 1961), p. 147.
^F. E. L. Priestly, "Blougram's Apologetics," in The Browning Critics,
ed. by Boyd Litzinger and K. L. Knickerbocker (Lexington: U. of Kentucky
Press), p. 167.
^John J. Chapman, "Robert Browning," in The Browning Critics, ed.
by Boyd Litzinger and K. L. Knickerbocker (Lexington: U. of Kentucky Press)
p. 44.
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is not above playing cards and chess. There can be, then, little argument
about the bishop's worldliness.
Blougram, himself, is among the first to admit his worldliness:
"I'm at ease now, friend; worldly in this world,/I take and like its way
of life. . ."^(797-98). Indeed, Blougram reveals that a part of his adherence
to Christianity in general and to Roman Catholicism in particular is that
this "religion" permits his worldliness:
See the world
Such as it is, —you made it not, nor I;
I mean to take it as it is, —and you,
Not so you'll take it, —though you get nought else.
I know the special kind of life 1 like.
What suits the most my idiosyncrasy.
Brings out the best of me and bears me fruit
In power, peace, pleasantness and length of days.
I find that positive belief does this
For me, and unbelief, no whit of this. (230-39)
Blougram is a Christian, then,
because he thinks that perhaps on the whole probabilities
are in favor of the truth of Christianity, and because
faith is more profitable than unbelief in this world, and,
at worst, cannot injure one's prospects in the next:”
Of course you are remarking all this time
How narrowly and grossly 1 view life.
Respect the creature - comforts, care to rule
The masses, and regard compacently
"The cabin," in our old phrase. Well I do.
I act for, talk for, live for this world now.
As this world prizes action, life and talk:
No prejudice to what next world may prove.
Whose new laws and requirements, my best pledge
To observe them, is that I observe these now.
Shall do hereafter what I do meanwhile.
Let us concede (gratuitously though)
Next life relieves the soul of body, yields
Pure spiritual enjoyment: well my friend.
Why lose this life i' the meantime, since its use
May be to make the next life more intense? (764-79)
^Robert Browning, Robert Browning's Works. Centenary Ed. in 10 vols.
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1966). All quotations from Browning's poetry
are from this edition.
SAlexander, p. 107.
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With this philosophy, the bishop may conclude that, since he is forced
to work in the confines of earthly experience, he is justified in his
acceptance of worldly standards^ and of worldly gain from his profession:
Observe, my friend!
Such as you know me 1 am free to say.
In these hard latter days which hamper one.
Myself—by no immoderate exercise
Of intellect and learning, but the tact
To let external forces work for me,
—Bid the street's stones be bread and they are bread;
Bid Peter's creed, or rather, Hildebrand's
Exalt me o'er my fellows in the world
And make my life an ease and joy and pride;
It does so, —which for me's a great point gained.
Who have a soul and body that exact
A comfortable care in many ways.
There's power in me and will to dominate
Which I must exercise, they hurt me else:
In many ways I need mankind's respect.
Obedience, and the love that's born of fear....(309-25)
The bishop finds in his religion not a mode of personal belief, but one
of personal satisfaction. Because of the nature of his position, he commands
respect and obedience which are paid him, not out of love, but of fear.
William Alexander aptly points out that because of the belief Browning
held in the extreme importance of a personal and emotional reason he would
not hesitate to reject Blougram's "piety" and condemn him for his cold, for¬
mal and calculating acceptance of belief:
The failings of blind enthusiasm Browning easily pardons, but
this temperament which follows the dictates of cold prudence,
and grasps what it grasps with slack hold is abhorrent to hlm.^^
Browning, then, condemns Blougram, not for his religious beliefs, but for
the utilitarian motivation of those beliefs.
^Raymond, "Browning's Casuists," p. 138.
^^Alexander, p. 108.
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As we have seen. Browning would argue against almost any brand of
organized religion. The bishop, on the other hand, is, as his position
compels him to be, an institutionalist and a believer in hierarchical
government.He rejects any hint of individualism and isolationalism
in his religion. Moreover, he takes his orders from those clerics above
him whose ultimate authority, through the Pope, is God; and he expects his
orders, in turn, to be carried out by those beneath him. He reveals him¬
self as a pragmatist and a conservative. The personal and private nature
of Browning's religion can scarcely find empathy here. Again, Browning
and Blougram disagree.
Blougram is also, in terms of faith, a traditionalist. He affirms
his belief in the miracles of his religion:
I have read much, thought much, experienced much.
Yet would die rather than avow my fear
The Naples liquefaction may be false. (726-28)
In the same way he attests his faith in the miracle of the "winking Virgin"
(375). The bishop avoids questioning his faith and, in rejecting doubt,
feels that his faith has been made stronger.
In his rejection of doubt the bishop is simultaneotisly rejecting
reason. In this action he comes surprisingly close to Browning's position
on reason and intuition:
The bishop declares that he casts his lot with the adherent of
faith....He then goes on to suggest that the inability of reason
to attain religious truth or to solve the problems of the tinl-
verse may be preordained in order that man may rely [on faith]....
He widens the chasm between belief and reason in two directions.
The maximum of belief is represented by an absolute form of it
in Roman Catholicism, the maximum of agnosticism by a complete
intellectual skepticism. The broader and deeper the abyss
^^Roma A. King, Jr., The Bow and the Lyre (Ann Arbor: U. of
Michigan Press, 1957), p. 96.
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between belief and reason, the greater the challenge to faith,
and the more signal its triumph when it leaps the gulf.^^
Doubt is the product of reason, and it is doubt which faith must overcome:
You care for faith:
I show you doubt, to prove that faith exists.
The more of doubt, the stronger faith, I say.
If faith o'ercomes doubt. How 1 know it does?
By life and man's free will, God gave for that! (601-05)
Faith will always conquer doubt, at least for Blougram, because God has so
planned it. Reason, then, must be ignored in matters of religion.
Browning has rejected reason because it Interferes with his personal
religion. Similarly, Blougram rejects reason because it may weaken the
stability of his religion. There may very well be, then, as Ra3nnond suggests,
"in the realm of reason, an intrinsic bond of sympathy, conscious or uncon-
sciotas, between Browning and the creation of his brain. Bishop Blougram.
Raymond develops the point so far as to suggest that "Bishop Blougram is, at
times, the mouthpiece of Browning's inmost religious convictions."^^
Indeed, it does seem that Browning and Blougram have an almost iden¬
tical approach toward the problem of intuition versus reason. But there is,
as Hoxle Fairchild points out, a certain slyness about Blougram which reveals
itself in a calculating and utilitarian rather than emotional acceptance of
belief over reason: "Browning the psychologist has made the bishop talk
too cleverly to satisfy Browning the moralist.The bishop's speech is
overweighted with reasoning; it shows no religious emotionalism. Thus
^^Raymond, "Browning's Casuists," p. 139.
^^Ibid.. p. 137.
^^Ibid.. p. 139.
^^Hoxie W. Fairchild, "Browning The Simple-Hearted Casuist," in The
Browning Critics, ed. by Boyd Lltzinger and K. L. Knickerbocker (Lexington:
U. of Kentucky Press), p. 221.
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Altick concludes that even though Blougram rejects reason, as Browning does
the reasons behind that rejection are vastly different from Browning's.
His "apology" Is "doubtless Intended to expose the hollowness and futility
of mere mental gymnastics." Browning believed, then, that Blougram's
speech "was sophistry pure and simple, and that the truth lay elsewhere:
not In the head but In the unsophisticated heart that responded only to
the promptings of God."^^
A total evaluation of Blougram's portrait, then, cannot be a favor¬
able one. Basically "the trouble with Bishop Blougram, as Browning sees
him. Is that he Is a man who, like Cardinal Wiseman and others, bases his
religious belief on authority and dogma rather than upon llfe."^^ Browning
rejects Institutionalized religion without exception, but he does so from
a critical rather than a bigoted point of vlew.^® Browning objects to
Blougram's Roman Catholicism not because It Is Institutionalized and author
Itarlan, but because these qualities cause a religious stagnation and a
rejection of Browning's first religious principle, the doctrine of Love.
Though his arguments place him Ideologically In the Christian tradition,
there Is little. If Indeed there Is any, sign of love In the Bishop's
argument. And "The bishop Is no better than his argument.Thus both
he and his religion are rejected by Browning.
Browning has been accused of having been unfair not only to the




Raymond, "Browning's Casuists," p. 135.
^^Robert Langbaum, The Poetry of Experience (New York: W. W.
Norton and Co. Inc., 1963), p. 191.
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The poet, though completely failing to do justice to the
Bishop's side of the question, has presented us with a
character perfectly natural, but which in every aspect
seems more the picture of an elghteenth-centure fox-hunting
ecclesiastic than that of a bishop of the Roman Church, who
would have had a good deal more to say on the subject of
faith as understood by his Church (ban the poet has put
into the mouth of Bishop Blougram. ^
On the other hand. Cardinal Wiseman, though he rejected the portrait of
the Bishop himself, agreed with Browning that what Blougram had to say
was in agreement with Roman Catholic thought. He felt that Browning had
a thorough understanding of Roman Catholicism—so much so, in fact, that
he wrote in his review of the poem: "If Mr. Browning.. .is a man of will
and action, and not a mere dreamer and talker, we should never feel sur¬
prise at his conversion.Browning, then, cannot be accused of being
a dishonest critic.
A second aspect of Browning's personal religious creed is that
the individual must continually strive on an emotional basis to discover
his religion. Though the bishop claims he must strive: "My business is
not to remake myself/But to make the absolute best of what God made" (354-55),
he really makes little effort toward spiritual growth:
It is difficult to see what struggle is left for the bishop,
or what further growth is possible; he has not a pure faith....
What really matters to the bishop is that the individual should
realize his potentialities to the full. There is nothing
essentially Christian about this attitude toward life, and
the bishop's complacency matches ill with the dissatisfaction
[of other men perhaps better than he].^^
^^Edward Berdoe, The Browning Cyclopaedia, A Guide to the Study
of the Works of Robert Browning (14th ed.; New York; Barnes and Noble, Inc.,
1958), p. 78.
^^Lounsbury, p. 177.
22r. a. Foakes, The Romantic Assertion. A Study in the Language
of Nineteenth Century Poetry (New Haven: Yale U. Press, 1958), p. 141.
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Though the Bishop does strive, his goal Is not a spiritual but a worldly
one. He wishes to fulfil his earthly potentialities only; he Is compla¬
cent about his spiritual fulfillment. He has accepted the spiritual
"status quo":
Browning's chief objection to his casuistic villains Is that
they accept the status quo, and thereby turn themselves Into
beasts pacing In a closed circle....Bishop Blougram can say...
[he] Is as God has made... [him]. But this Is not enough and
the men who accept It are doomed to perish In their own smug
self-satisfaction....Browning condemns them without reservation.^^
The Bishop, then, clearly falls as a clergyman, for his spirituality Is led
by no Inner pious drive, but by a desire for worldly pleasures:
Clearly the finished portrait Is that of an apostate who uses
self-talk to exctise his errant ways; a prelate who makes a
chameleon's cloak of his sacred office so he may rifle the
fleshpots during a dethronement of values; a professional
believer who has betrayed the faith, half unawares, and
thinks In an after-dinner monologue to silence his accusers,
within and without.
The Bishop's motives, then, are another reason for the derogatory portrait
Browning paints of him, for ultimately "Nothing Is more repugnant to
Browning's temperament than half-hearted belief, or belief which depends
25
on Interested motives." Blougram finds religion a practical and utili¬
tarian means to his goal of comfort and renown. His whole attitude
toward religion Is cold and complacent.
Lacking the emotional warmth necessary to Browning's religious
creed, the Bishop can only fall as a religious figure. His religion,
R(nnan Catholicism, also seems to be concerned with authority and dogma.
Hlllls Miller, The Disappearance of God: Five Nineteenth
Century Writers (Cambridge, Mass: The Belknap Press of Howard U., 1956),
p. 140.
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to the point at which nothing else is of value. The rejection of reason
by the Bishop is merely a defense against an already shaky belief. There
can be, then, no sympathy between Browning and Blougram. The basic prin¬
ciples which direct the men and the religious beliefs which each holds
are at too great odds to hope for a compromise. Browning has studied a
contemporary Catholic clergyman with a critical eye, but an unbigoted one.
He has discovered much to disagree with in the clergyman's religion, and
even more to disagree with in the clergyman himself.
CHAPTER III
"THE BISHOP ORDERS HIS TOMB AT SAINT PRAXED'S CHURCH"
In "The Bishop orders his Tomb at Saint Praxed's Church" Browning
removes himself from his own age in order to study a Roman Catholic cleric
of the Italian Renaissance. There has been a good deal of speculation as
to the identity of the bishop:
It has been suggested by Mr. John D. Rea that Irenio Affo's
life of Vespasiano Gonzaga gave Browning the idea for "The
Bishop orders his Tomb" ....But since that theory has been
discredited, a more possible notion has been advanced that
the model for the bishop may have been Cardinal Ippolito
d'Este the Younger, brother of Ercole II, Duke of Ferrara.
At least we know that Browning was intensely Interested in
the Este family and read their story extensively....This
cardinal was notoriously stingy and worldly, fond of splen¬
dor and show, and has some of the qualities of Browning's
bishop, but the case has by no means been proved.^
The other theories as to the bishop's identity, including one linking him
to the violent and corrupt Borgia family, specifically to Roderigo Borgia,
who became Pope Alexander VI and fathered six illegitimate children, are
also lacking in proof. There is, apparently, no evidence that Browning
had a specific Renaissance clergyman in mind when he created Saint Praxed's
bishop. It is much more likely, on the other hand, that Browning's bishop
is simply a conglomeration of all the negative aspects of his time. The
poem, then, reflects the culture and morality of that period, a period which




philosophic skepticism and gross superstition, the antique and the modern,
enthusiastic love of the beautiful and vile immorality."
The bishop himself is an excellent exemplification of his period.
O
Honan points out that he is at once religious, sensual and artistic; the
combination of these three characteristics is easily observed in his mono¬
logue. He is, to begin with, a Roman Catholic clergyman, a bishop. He has,
however, taken a mistress and fathered children, a practice which, though
popular in the Roman Church at that time, was nevertheless distinctly a
violation of the laws of celibacy. And, finally,the task which occupies
him as we meet him on his deathbed is, not a concern for his soul, but a
concern for the construction and ornamentation of his tomb.
The bishop himself reveals early in his monologue the close relation¬
ship of these religious, sensual and artistic elements in his nature. He
asks his sons to bring him a lump of lapis lazuli as "Blue as a vein o'er
the Madonna's breast." His awareness of religion, sensuality and art is
expressed in a single image. First, the Madonna is not only a religious
figure, but also a woman and a work of art. Moreover, the bishop's reference
to the blue vein over her breast is both an artistic and a sensual image;
and blue is, of course, the Madonna's color. The image created is a combina¬
tion of artistic, sensual and religious beauty. And the three elements are
so intricately combined that it is difficult to separate one from another.
These three characteristics of Saint Praxed's bishop, however, are
not as harmonious as they appear to be. Honan points out that the bishop's




character."^ Indeed, the combination of these three elements is often
ludicrous:
And then how I shall lie through centuries.
And hear the blessed mutter of the mass.
And see God made and eaten all day long.
And feel the steady candle-flame, and taste
Good strong thick stupefying incense-smoke! (80-84)
The spoken mass. Holy Communion, the candle-flames and the Incense are
all "conceived on a sensuous, materialistic level.and though the
description of them is sensually accurate, it is extremely repulsive from
a religious point of view. Thus the bishop's sensuality and religion
are not compatible even in Renaissance terms. The fact that the conflict
has no effect on the bishop is, perhaps, a revelation of the complete
superficiality of his nature.
A closer examination of the bishop's "religion" reveals that even
within this single element of his character there is divergence, although,
again, the bishop seems to be unaware of any conflict. The monologue
quickly exposes the bishop, "with his naive and nonchalant Renaissance way
of serving at once Jove and Jehovah, Aphrodite and Mary of Nazareth," as
a half-pagan churchman.^ The combination of pagan and Christian elements
in the bishop's nature is everywhere present in his monologue. His descrip¬
tion of the frieze for his tomb is an excellent example:
The bas-relief in bronze you promised me.
Those Pans and Nymphs ye wot of, and perchance
Some tripod, thyrsus, with a vase or so.
The Saviour at his sermon on the mount,
St. Praxed at a glory, and one Pan
^Ibid., p. 237.
^King, The Bow and the Lyre, p. 60.
”F. L. Lucas, Ten Victorian Poets (Great Britain: Cambridge U.
Press, 1948), p. 29.
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Ready to twitch the Nymph's last garment off.
And Moses with the tables.... (56-62)
The bishop's pagan and Christian elements, then,
are Indiscriminately brought together In a manner which to the
moral judgment appears Incongruous....Thus the projected bas-
relief Is a S3rmbollc expression of his standard of values,
suggesting the superficial hold Christianity had on hlm.^
The only reason the bishop himself sees no conflict In his religious
beliefs must be that his attitude toward them Is cursory and superficial.
Some students of Saint Praxed's bishop are satisfied with the con¬
clusion that he Is, for all his shallowness, a "basically Inanimate product
of his culture."^ But Langbaum finds him a definite villain as well as a
9
dilettante aesthete. A closer look at the portrait reveals that there Is,
Indeed, something of the villain In the cleric. Does not the bishop
broadly hint that he had set fire to his own church in order to obtain
his prized peach stone:
True peach.
Rosy and flawless: How I earned the prize!
Draw close: That conflagration of my church
—What then? So much was saved if aught were missed! (32-35)
Along with his desire for passion, the bishop, like Blougram, also
has a desire for power. He attempts to "order" his tomb. He first orders
Basalt, and when his sons refuse him that he resorts to threats, e.g., "Else
I give the Pope/My villas!..." (101-02) and later bribes them:
And have I not Saint Praxed's ear to pray
Horses for ye, and brown Greek manuscripts.
And mistresses with great smooth marbly li^s? (73-75)
The bishop has fathered sons, but has shown no fatherly Interest In them.
^King, The Bow and The Lyre, p. 65.
^Ibld.. p. 56.
9
Langbaum, The Poetry of Experience, p. 86.
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though he now tries to command their obedience. What he fails to realize
is that he is the only person who believes that his commands and requests
will be obeyed. One purpose of the poem, in fact is:
to effect a kind of junction between the Bishop's illusions
of himself as a commanding figure capable of controlling
people and things and the contrasting fact, apparent to all
but the Bishop, of his mortality and, eventually, his inability
to command at all.^®
The bishop, then, has set fire to his own church, fathered sons and
neglected them, and now fully believes he is to be rewarded with a
beautiful and costly tomb.
Perhaps the bishop's greatest sin is the cardinal sin of Pride;
for a man of the cloth, this is the gravest sin he can commit. The reason
he demands the beautiful tomb with its bas-relief and fine Latin is so
that he may outdo his greatest competitor and fellow clergyman, Gandolf.
It was, for example, his "sense of exaggerated self-importance"^^ which
led him to collect a wife and sons. His greatest joy was competing with
Gandolf in a continual contest of pride and envy. Gandolf envied the
bishop his mistress (5), but the bishop envies Gandolf his niche in Saint
Praxed's Church (16-20) and desires to surpass him in the magnificence of
his tomb.
The bishop's preoccupation with outdoing Gandolf is, in fact,
almost a mania. He mentions Gandolf seven times throughout the poem,
including once only five lines from the beginning and again only one
line from the end. Indeed, Gandolf is ever-present in his mind. The
contest between the men, then, will continue even in death.
^%.ing. The Focusing Artifice, p. 78.
^^ing. The Bow and the Lyre, p. 55.
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The fact to be noticed is that everything that the bishop and
Gandolf have competed for is worldly. In their battle of envy not one
reference is made to the superiority of one or the other in matters of
religion. The bishop cares only to exceed Gandolf in worldly matters,
and has no interest in religious affairs. The poem, then, is full of
decadence. It displays a total loss of religion, even in the church,
immorality, semi-paganism, jealousy, envy and worldlinessThe bishop,
we see, lives in a small world; he is not complexly motivated, for he
lacks the intellectual vigor and concern of inner conflicts and moral
judgments.^^ The bishop
typifies the merely sensuous love of the beautiful—a sort
of animal delight in it,—which, unlike the true love of
beauty...does not develop the spirit nor raise it towards
the infinite. The bishop is of the earth, earthly.
The bishop, then, is a failure as a cleric, and an aesthete. These ele¬
ments of his nature are not the product of a deep and sensitive individual,
but of a shallow and proud one. They cannot, therefore, approach the
truly religious or the truly aesthetic, for they are governed by the
cruder sensual element inherent in the bishop's character.
Just as the portrait of Blougram was said to be unfair, so too is
the portrait of Saint Praxed's bishop called biased. Though Berdoe admits
that the Renaissance must inevitably have produced a man like the bishop,
he argues that
it would be grossly unfair to set him down as the type of the
churchman of his time....There were bishops of Saint Praxed's
such as the poet has so inimitably sketched for us; but had
12
S. S. Curry, Browning and the Dramatic Monologue (Boston: Boston
Expression Co., 1908), p. 313.
^^King, The Bow and the Lyre, p. 54.
^^Alexander, p. 183.
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there been no others of a more Christian type, religion in
Southern Europe would have died out.
Other critics, on the other hand, argue that not only is the bishop not
16
incongruous with his age, ° but that he does typify the Renaissance, giving
us an accurate picture of the period:
I know of no other piece of modern English, prose or poetry,
in which there is so much told, as in these lines of the
Renaissance spirit,--its worldliness, inconsistency, pride,
hypocrisy, ignorance of itself, love of art, of luxury, and
of good Latin.
Moreover, though students of the Renaissance would probably do so. Browning
does not suggest that Saint Praxed's bishop is the model for all other
clerics of the period. Above all else, even above his clerical status.
Browning sees the bishop as an individual and evaluates both him and his
religion from this point of view.
What, then, are our conclusions in judgment of Saint Praxed's
bishop? Doubtless, as Foakes suggests, "Any reader could be trusted to
interpret the poem in relation to the ecclesiastical corruption of the
Rennaissance."^^ The portrait reveals the bishop as a worldly, sensual
half-pagan who is concerned at the time of his death, not with the spirit,
but with the flesh. This paganism, it would seem, is not so much hostile
to Christianity as it is unconscious of it.^^ The bishop himself is
thoroughly unaware of the combination of pagan and Christian elements
in the proposed construction of his tomb. And he has, without a second
^^Berdoe, p. 81.





thought, resorted to downright villainy to achieve his desires.
His "Christianity" however, fails even the broad definition which
Browning gives to the term. Like Blougram, St. Praxed's bishop, though
he is aware of the ritual and dogma of Roman Catholicism, fails to be
aware, either on a pagan or a Christian level, of the doctrine of Love.
His shallowness of belief keeps him from his doctrine and from Browning's
favor:
The Bishop...is incapable of real insight and, consequently, of
the regeneration characteristic of the tragic hero; he lacks
the capacity for nobility. Indeed he is another of Browning's
characters who significantly remain nameless.
The bishop, then, can have no spiritual awakening. Indeed, he has striven,
but his goals, unlike Browning's, are worldly and trivial. He has none of
the inner sensitivity which Browning would expect from every man, expecially
a cleric.
Though the bishop has failed to make anything of himself in a
spiritual sense, his church, the Roman Catholic Church of the Renaissance
period, may be partly at fault. The poem suggests, and Ruskln agrees,
that the Renaissance Church was as decadent, neopagan and immoral as its
priests. It, like its clergy, lacked the doctrine of Love and the sensi¬
tivity of personal religious belief. Thus both the church and her clergy¬
men fostered the sensual approach to religion.
The bishop lacks, it may be said, self-understanding. He is
Ignorant of his own nature, and therefore Ignorant of, as well as uncon¬
cerned with, the natures of other individuals. Moreover, neither he nor
his Church seems Interested in any understanding beyond the superficial.
On these grounds, Browning must reject both the bishop and his Church as
basically unchristian.
^^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 78.
CHAPTER IV
"FRA LIPPO LIPPI"
Fra Llppo Is a man whose life Is an unsatisfactory compromise
between piety and sensuality. His attempts to reconcile the two fall
because they represent "diametrically opposed character traits"^:
as the poem develops, he emerges as a complex, sometimes
contradictory, person, capable of being understood only In
terms of his response to the equally demanding, equally
attractive pull of his two worlds, the monastery and the
street.^
The constant struggle between these two forces, and Lippi's constant
effort at compromise, hence create for him a life of endless frustration.
The struggle between the two forces Is quite obvious because of
their opposing natures:
Lippi's religious nature provides a revealing backdrop
against which his sensuality becomes vivid; In the same
way, his sensuality Is a characteristic against which
his religion Is contrastingly seen; his two diametrically
opposed character traits light up each other.^
Living In a monastery, as he has since he was eight years old (101),
Lippi Is totally detached from the outside world. He paints nothing
but "saints and salnts/and saints again" (48-49). But, because of the
duality of his nature, he cannot continue to live In this Isolation.
^onan, p. 133.




He looks from his window and sees passers-by, hears laughing and singing,
and is recalled to life. He leaves his painting, as he has often done
before, for a night on the town. He does not say he is right, but he does
have a reason "...zooks, sir, flesh and blood,/That's all I'm made of!" (59-60).
After he has enjoyed himself in a night of revelry, he is about to
return to his room—to the solitude of his monastic life. He leaves the
life he loves to return to his only means of living, the monastery. Lippi's
physical existence, then, is dependent on the monastery, which is his only
source of food and shelter.
Thus it is that Lippi finds himself struggling against an eternal
inner conflict:
The virile, masculine Lippi is a monk....[He] is possessed of
a powerful upsurge of life (physical and spiritual), which
creates tension between his own Impulses and the expectations
imposed on him by the world....He struggles for self-realization,
or "soul," against contradictory external forces....His conflict
is expressed as a series of paradoxes: The world and the Garden;
the street and the monastery; the sportive ladies and the Virgin;
animal indulgence and holy reverence. He rejects the exclusive
claims of each in search of wholeness that Integrates body and
soul.^
Lippi's attempt at Integration, however, must be a failure, for such inte¬
gration is possible only on a personal level and will be rejected both by
the monk's superiors in the monastery and by society, in the form of the
law, on the outside. Though Lippi does not feel a strong bond with his
religion, he does find it a practical and singular means of existence.
The sensual, he soon learns, must be gathered in bits and snatches when¬
ever the possibility presents itself. What makes this conflict an ever-
frtastrating one is that the two lives, the monastic and the sensual, are
in constant and violent conflict:
^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 105.
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We move from jocularity to seriousness, from sportive ladies
to saintly beauty, from moral indignance to complacency,
from defiance to deference, from pathos to humor, from emo¬
tional effusion to calm logical argument.^
There can be no such successful combining of the monk and the "beast" as
Lippi wishes.
The frustration of compromise is further heightened by Lippi's
monastic duties. He paints for the monastery, and his artistic philo¬
sophy is in direct conflict with that of the Prior. Lippi paints from
life; he paints whatever he sees in realistic circumstance and sensuous
detail, but, Thomas Collins insists, Lippi's artistic theory is in a
thoroughly Christian context:
He believes only what he has been taught—that the flesh is
good....and from the flesh he moves to a defense of the beauty
that shines through the imperfection of all created things.
He sees...that the beauty of the world, the "weeds" of
existence, have value because they are created by God and
reflect, however minutely. His glory.^
Lippi, himself, argues the point;
For me, I think I speak as I was taught—
I always see the Garden and God there
A-making man's wife--and, my lesson learned.
The value and significance of flesh,
I can't unlearn ten minutes afterwards.
--The beauty and the wonder and the power.
The shapes of things, their colours, lights and shades.
Changes, surprises, —and God made it alll (265-85)
Lippi feels, then, that "all life is good and that each part of it can
lead to a fuller realization of God."^ His argument, then, is for a syn¬
thesis of body and soul which will not only fulfil the potentialities of
^ing. The Bow and the Lyre, p. 34.
£
Thomas J. Collins, Robert Browning's Moral-Aesthetic Theory
1833-55 (Lincoln; U. of Nebraska Press), p. 144.
^King, The Bow and the Lyre, p. 48.
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man's development but will also make more meaningful his worship of God.
The Prior, however, does not agree with this philosophy:
...How? What's here?
Quite from the mark of painting, bless us allI
Faces, arms, legs, and bodies like the true
As much as pea and peal it's a devil's game I
Your business is not to catch men with show.
With homage to the perishable clay.
But lift them over it, ignore it all.
Make them forget there's such a thing as flesh. (174-82)
Obviously, the Prior's argument is weak. He demands that Lippi paint "the
soul," but he himself cannot explain what the soul is:
Your business is to paint the souls of men--
Man's soul, and it's a fire, smoke...no, it's not...
It's vapor done up like a new-born babe—
(In that shape when you die it leaves your mouth)
It's...well, what matters talking, it's the soul!
Give us no more of body than shows soul! (183-88)
Despite the fact that the Prior himself can neither define nor describe
the soul, he expects Lippi to paint merely the souls and not the physical
features of men. Lippi, then, is ruled
by superiors who have, in their devotion to spiritual values
which it is their vocation to promulgate, forgotten that man
is, after all, made of flesh and blood, as well as soul.®
The Prior, then, neglects the finite in his efforts to reach the infinite.
In rejecting the fusion of flesh and spirit he rejects a part of the
Christian tradition.
The conflict between Lippi and the Prior, then, is one of realism
versus traditionalism. The Prior wants Lippi to lift the minds of men beyond
the human to the divine. And he will accept no traces of the human in this
effort. But rather than guide and direct Lippi, the Prior and his system
g




that there is no beauty without soul:
Why can't a painter lift each foot in turn.
Left foot and right foot, go a double step.
Make his flesh liker and his soul more like.
Both in their order? Take the prettiest face.
The prior's niece...patron-saint—is it so pretty
You can't discover if it means hope, fear.
Sorrow or joy? won't beauty go with these?
Suppose I've made her eyes all right and blue.
Can't I take breath and try to add life's flash;
And then add soul and heighten them threefold?
Or say there's beauty with no soul at all—
(I never saw it--put the case the same--)
If you get simple beauty and nought else.
You get about the best thing God invents.
That's somewhat: And you'll find the soul you have missed
Within yourself, when you return him thanks. (205-20)
Lippi's argument is certainly more fully thought out than the Prior's. And
it is, ultimately,more truly "religious" than the Prior's. As Stopford
Brooke argues, God is more evident in Fra Lippo's modern paintings than
in the old "religious" ones of the past.^®
Moreover, Lippi's convictions are strong and positive ones: "This
world's no blot for us,/Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good..."
(313-14). But the Prior, in addition to his weak speech on the "soul,"
seems to have ulterior and personal motives for objecting to Lippi's real¬
istic work. Boyd Litzinger points out that the Prior complains most when
he sees the portrait of his "niece who comes/To care about his asthma..."
(170-71). In fact, he picks her out above the rest to condemn as realistic
rather than ascetic:
Oh, that white smallish female with the breasts.
She's just my niece.. .Herodias, I would say,--
who went and danced and got men's heads cut offl (195-97)
The fact that the Prior confuses Herodias with her daughter Salome may
suggest that he finds a good deal of similarity between himself and the
^^Stopford A. Brooke, The Poetry of Robert Browning (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1902), p. 310.
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vicious and corrupt wife of Herod. Holding another point of view, Lltzlnger
argues that the "smallish female" Is not the Prior's niece at all, but his
mistress, and that the Prior Is "not shouting so much for art's sake as for
his own,"^^
Lltzlnger points out that this guise on the Prior's part Is even
more offensive than Lippi's open transgressions. The result Is that the
Prior's argument Is so weakened In the reader's mind that It can no longer
support Itself. And the reader finds himself In total agreement with
12
Lippi's defense of his artistic theory.
Thus, while the Prior wishes Lippi to paint what should be the
truth, Lippi wishes to paint what 1^ the truth: "God's works—paint any
one and coxmt It crlme/To let a truth slip" (295-96). The Prior demands,
hypocritically, that art have a pedantic, moral teaching:
..."When your meaning's plain
It does not say to fold—remember matins.
Or, mind you fast next Friday!" (317-19)
Lippi agrees that art should have a purpose, but he feels Its purpose Is
a practical aesthetic rather than a didactic one:
...we're made so that we love
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better, painted—better to us,
Which Is the same thing. Art was given for that.
God uses us to help each other so.
Lending our minds out. (300-06)
Lippi receives no personal or artistic freedom. His requests and argu¬
ments are rejected without consideration. There Is ultimately nothing
left for him but compromise:
^^Boyd Lltzlnger, "Incident In Microcosm: The Prior's Niece In
'Fra Llppo Lippi'," College English. XXII, No. 5 (February 1961), 409-10.
^^Idem.
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...so I swallow my rage.
Clench my teeth, suck my lips In tight, and paint
To please them....(242-44)
Thus the compromise, and thus the frustration.
Lippi attempts a true compromise between the two forces Inside him¬
self, but he finds little success:
Perhaps he lacks the moral strength and courage to effect a
more nearly perfect integration....Perhaps the end which he
envisions is too difficult for any man.^^
In any case, the endless frustration of his efforts has begun to wear him
down. He insists, toward the end of the poem, that he is ready to do
penance. He proposes to abandon his sensuality and cling to his religion:
And hearken how I plot to make amends:
I have bethought me: I shall paint a piece
...There's for you! Give me six months, then go, see
Something in Sant' Ambroglo's! Bless the nuns!
They want a cast o' my office. I shall paint
God in the midst. Madonna and her babe.
Ringed by a bowery flowery angel-brood,
Lilies and vestments and white faces, sweet
As puff on puff of grated orris-root
When ladies crowd to Church at Midsummer.
And then i' the front, of course a saint or two—
Saint John, because he saves the Florentines,
Saint Ambrose, who puts down in black and white
The convent's friends and gives them a long day.
And Job, I must have him there past mistake.
The man of Uz (and Us without the z.
Painters who need his patience). (343-59)
But "the pull of life is too strong for him."^^ And the artificiality of
his proposed life is too much for him to bear. He cannot help but rebel
against his monastic vows, and his attempt to divest himself of sensuality
fails. The model for the "Madonna" is Lucrezia Butl, Lippi's beautiful
mlstress^^; and the entire painting, by which he hopes to make amends.
^^ing. The Bow and the Lyre, p. 50.
^^Ibid.. p. 35.
^^Giorgio Vasari, Vasari's Lives of the Painters, abridged and ed.
by Betty Burroughs (New York; Simon and Schuster, 1946), p. 110.
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becomes as sensual as his others:
Well, all these
Secured at their devotion, up shall come
Out of a comer when you least expect.
As one by a dark stair into a great light.
Music and talking, who but Lippo! I!—
Mazed, motionless and moonstruck—I'm the man!
Back I shrink—what is this I see and hear?
I; caught up with my monk's things by mistake.
My old serge gown and rope that goes all round,
I, in this presence, this pure company!
Where's a hole, where's a comer for escape?
Then steps a sweet angelic slip of a thing
Forward, puts out a soft palm—"not so fast!"
—Addresses the celestial presence, "nay—
"He made you and devised you, after all,
"Though he's none of you! Could Saint John there draw—
"His camel-hair make up a painting brush?
"We come to brother Lippo for all that,
"Iste Perfecit opus!" So, all smile—
I shuffle sideways with my blushing face
Under the cover of a hundred wings
Thrown like a spread of kirtles when you're gay
And play hot cockles, all the doors being shut.
Till, wholly vmexpected, in there pops
The hothead husband! (359-83)
Lippi has tried to reject his sensuality, to reconcile his painting with
the demands of the Prior, but he is too vital, too alive to do so. He
cannot help putting himself, both figuratively and literally, into his
work.
What, then, is Browning's attitude toward Lippi and his dilemma?
From the fine defense Lippi makes of his artistic theory, and with the
Invalidation of the Prior's argument suggested by Litzinger, one cannot
but find Lippi's the stronger philosophy. Moreover, Buckley suggests that
Lippi's monologue "may well have embodied...[Browning's] own highest con¬
victions upon life and art."^^ Indeed, Lippi's is a personal theory and




Browning's Christian religion—whose first principle is the doctrine of
love. It seems, then, that Browning's heart went out to
this vigorous creature, with the teeming brain, and the
realistic eye, and the incorrigible ineptitude for the
restraints of an insincere clerical or other ideal.
Browning, however, does not feel the same sensitivity toward the
Prior and other members of the monastery or to their Roman Catholic
"religion." His portrait of the Prior shows him to be just as much a
deviant as Fra Lippo, but added to his deviance is stupidity and hypocrisy.
And as for the religion itself, it does not free Lippi, but confines him.^®
It exudes a piety, it is true, but a piety "without faith and devotion,
two elements which are always observable in Lippi's work and in Browning's
religion.
It is clear, then, that, as King points out, Lippi's quarrel with
the Prior and the monastery is theological, even though he discusses it in
artistic terms. Lippi is fighting for "catholicity," the successful inte¬
gration of body and soul. Perhaps, as some critics suggest, such a compro¬
mise is possible. It seems, indeed, to have been possible for Browning.
But it will never be possible for Lippi so long as he half-heartedly clings
to the monastery and its Roman Catholicism, even if only for his physical
existence. The poem ends, then, not in triumph but in an extremely weak
coii5)romise as Lippi returns to the monastery in the dusk of dawn (392):
The movement of the poem is from sensuality to idealism to
compromise. Lippi is unable to escape entirely the spiritual
and artistic stereotypes which the external world presents





claims of body and soul that seem at once mutually supporting
and contradictory. At best his efforts at self-realization
are only partially successful.^®
Art Is Lippi's aesthetic sustenance: "To find Its meaning Is my
meat and drink" (315). But the monastery Is Lippi's practical sustenance.
His practical compromise Is the only one which allows him to enjoy even a
little of the aesthetic. But It Is also the compromise, as Browning sees
It, which frustrates and defeats him.
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King, The Focusing Artifice, pp. 105-06.
CHAPTER V
CHRISTMAS-EVE AND EASTER-DAY
Christmas-Eve and Easter-Day, unlike the preceding poems, is an
overt study of religion. The first part of the poem, Christmas-Eve, dis¬
plays three modes of belief, Protestant, Catholic and Rationalist, and
their ministers "in picturesque fashion before the readers."^ The main
purpose of Christmas-Eve appears to be to study the relationship between
man and God as it is found in these three "religions."^ The second half
of the poem deals with the ease and difficulty of belief itself. Because
this second half of the poem, Easter- Day, deals neither with clergymen
nor religious creeds, it does not come under the topic of this study and
therefore will not be examined.
The poem opens with the narrator, a man of no formal religious
creed himself, standing "in the sheepfold's lath-and-plaster entry" (16)
of the Mount Zion chapel trying to keep out of the rain as the "flock"
arrives for Christmas Eve services. His description of the people as they
arrive finds them physically repulsive as well as sheepishly stupid:
In come the flock; the fat weary woman.
Panting and bewildered, down-clapping
Her umbrella with a mighty report
Grounded it by me, wry and flopping,
A wreck of whalebones; then with a snort.
Like a startled horse at the interloper
(Who humbly knew himself improper.






—Round to the door, and in, —the gruff
Hinge's Invariable scold
Making nty very blood run cold.
Pronqpt in the wake of her, up-pattered
On broken clogs, the many-tattered
Little old-faced peaking sister—turned—mother
Of the sickly babe she tried to smother
Somehow up, with its spotted face.
From the cold, on her breast, the one warm place;
She too must stop, wring the poor ends dry
Of a draggled shawl, and add thereby
Her tribute to the door-mat, sopping
Already from my own clothes dropping.
Which yet she seemed to grudge 1 should stand on:
Then, stooping down to take off her pattens,
She bare them defiantly, in each hand one.
Planted together before her breast
And its babe, as good as a lance in rest. (48-73)
Other parlshoners enter, each as sorry a sight as these two women, and
each just as upset with the narrator's presence. He is disturbed by
their "trick of exclusiveness" (110), but decides to go into the chapel
anyway in order to get out of the weather.
He is not in the chapel long before he is nauseated, both physically
and spiritually:
1 very soon had enough of it.
The hot smell and the human noises.
And my neighbor's coat, the greasy cuff of it.
Were a pebble-stone that a child's hand poises.
Compared with the pig-of-lead-like pressure
Of the preaching man's immense stupidity.
As he poured his doctrine forth full measure.
To meet his audience's avidity.
You need not the wit of the Sibyl
To guess the cause of it all, in a twinkling:
No sooner our friend had got an inkling
Of treasure hid in the Holy Bible,
(Whene'er it was the thought first struck him.
How death, at unawares, might duck him
Deeper than the grave, and quench
The gin-shop's light in hell's grim drench)
Than he handled it so, in fine irreverence.
As to hug the book of books to pieces:
And, a patchwork of chapters and texts in severence.
Not improved by the private dog's-ears and creases.
Having clothed his own faith with, he'd fain see
equipt yours.
So tossed you again your Holy Scriptures. (139-60)
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He finds the minister a shallow man who has very little understanding of
the Bible and even less understanding of the needs of his flock. But the
narrator finds most repulsive the blind acceptance which the flock "sheep¬
ishly" gives the preacher's words. He leaves the dissenting chapel, then,
because he finds "no suggestion of the deep things of God there.
Outside, the narrator professes his own non-creedal belief in a
sort of pantheistic deism, the basic principle of which is Browning's doc¬
trine of Love:
But love is the ever sprinkling fountain:
Man may enlarge or narrow his bed
For the water's play, but the water-head--
How can he multiply or reduce it.
No, love which, on earth, amid all the shows of it.
The love, ever-growing there, spite of the strife in it.
Shall arise, made perfect, from death's repose of it.
And I shall behold thee, face to face,
0 God, and in thy light retrace
How in all I loved here, still wast thou'. (218-21, 359-65)
One reason the narrator rejects the dissenter's religion, then, is that
he feels it does not preach the doctrine of Love. This self-satisfaction
vanishes when Christ appears to him and he realizes that He must have been
in the chapel too:^
I remember he did say
Doubtless that, to this world's end.
Where two or three should meet and pray.
He would be in the midst, their friend;
Certainly he was there with them! (443-47)
Though he realizes that God was with that small group of worshippers, he
still feels God wishes him to follow Him "Forever, my own way." (517)
^Arthur S. Hoyd, The Spiritual Message of Modern English Poetry
(Freeport, N. Y.: Books for Libraries Press, 1967), p. 152.
^Idem.
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The narrator does follow Christ--to Rome—where He enters the
Catholic service there: "Yes I said--that he will go/And sit with these
in turn I know." (609-10). And he even accepts the presence of Love in
the midnight Mass:
I see the error, but above
The scope of error, see the love.—
Oh, love of those first Christian Days'. (647-49)
Thus,
Although he does not like the d£gmatic assurance with which
Rome asserts its doctrines,.../h^/ is able to see that through
its "errors and perversities" (619) there is ample evidence of
Christian Love.^
There is, moreover, the possibility of a union of man with God through this
love, though the embellishment of Roman Catholicism detracts, he feels, from
this goal.
Convinced that the Love of God is of ultimate importance regardless
of its context, the narrator desires to study other modes of belief. His
wish is fulfilled, and he finds himself next in Gottingen, Germany, where
he finds himself at a Rationalist meeting. There he finds the mere vestige
of Christ's presence, the hem of his garment.
The narrator at first finds the professor's lecture even more dis¬
turbing than either the Protestant or Catholic services:
Truth's atmosphere may grow mephitic
When Papist struggles with Dissenter,
Impregnating its pristine clarity,
--One, by his daily fare's vulgarity.
Its gust of broken meat and garlic;
--One by his soul's too much presuming
To turn the frankincense's fuming
And vapors of the candles starlike
Into the clouds her wings she buoys on.
Each, that thus sets the pure air seething.
May poison it for healthy breathing—
But the Critic leaves no air to poison;
^Collins, p. 101.
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Pumps out with ruthless ingenuity
Atom by atom, and leaves you--vacuity. (900-14)
In addition to his initial dislike for the religion, he also finds the pro¬
fessor "Wholly inadequate to satisfy the craving of the religious conscious-
The narrator does, however, find evidence of spiritual love in the
Rationalist approach, and tolerantly accepts its validity too. He concludes
that everyone is entitled to his own mode of belief and decides to keep his
own. Nonetheless, he soon realizes that tolerance is not a solution and
that he must choose the best religion and follow that;
While I watched my foolish heart expand
In the lazy glow of benevolence.
O'er the various modes of man's belief,
I sprang up with fear's vehemence.
Needs must there be one way, our chief
Best way of worship: let me strive
To find it, and when found, contrive
My fellows also take their share.
This constitutes my earthly care:
God's is above it and distinct,
For I, a man, with men am linked
And not a brute with brutes; no gain
That I experience, must remain
Unshared; but should my best endeavor
To share it, fail--subsisteth ever
God's care above, and I exult
That God by God's own ways occult,
Nay--doth, I will believe--bring back
All wanderers to a single track. (1166-84)
The narrator, then, is forced to choose among the three religions
he has studied.
The speaker eventually casts his lot with the Evangelicals but
remains aware of their shortcomings, even of their absurdities.
He rejects Roman Catholicism, finding its ritual a deterrent
to personal communion with God, but at the same time admiring
its devotion to love and regretting that he must forego the
beauty of its liturgy. He is attracted by the richness of
Christmas-Eve Mass in St. Peter's as obviously as he is repelled
6Ra3nnond, "Browning and Higher Criticism," p 31.
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by the barrenness of the chapel service. He is totally repelled,
however, only by the German professor, whose rationalism excludes
both love and beauty and thus kills the spirit.^
The narrator, then, rejects "the raree-show" (1242) of the Catholic Church
because its embellishment creates an unnecessary barrier between man and
God; he condemns "the laboratory of the Professor" (1243) because it "ren¬
ders communion with God and fellowship with man...impossible on any terms."®
Evangelicalism, then, despite its flaws, is free from both intellectualism
and ritualism and can therefore offer man the greatest freedom in his per¬
sonal quest for God.
Now that we have interpreted the narrator's attitude toward the
three modes of belief found in the poem, it becomes necessary to determine
exactly how much of Browning is to be found in the character of the narrator.
Some critics, like Thomas Blackburn, feel that the whole poem is a satire on
religious thinking;
In the bulk of the poem he (Browning) is turning into doggerel
verse certain platitudes of Victorian religious opinion, more
particularly the homely and pious truisms of dissent which he
learnt at his mother's knee; truisms which are totally incompatible
with his own personal concern with morality and the supernatural.^
Blackburn feels the poem is a banal version of Christianity which finds
little in common with Browning's deep intuitions and convictions concerning
religious belief. His strongest argument concerns the narrator's choice of
10
the dissenting religion. The finding of Wesleyan Dissent the most
^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 85.
®Idem.
^Thomas Blackburn, Robert Browning; A Study of His Poetry (London;
Eyre and Spottiswood, 1967), p. 120.
^^About the middle of the eighteenth century John and Charles Wesley
founded Methodism, a religion which revitalized the Dissenting Church and re¬
awakened spiritual emotion in the period. Its doctrines of Perfection and
Universal Love were particularly popular in the nineteenth century, as is wit¬
nessed by the use of those theological concepts by Browning and other nine¬
teenth century writers.
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satisfactory form of Christianity is
a conclusion which can be reconciled neither with the great
religious poetry of Browning nor the three thxinderous "no's"
which were his reply in later life to the question whether he
was an orthodox Christian.
Blackburn concludes, then, both that Browning is writing from public rather
than personal opinion and that he and the narrator have little in common.
Other critics argue the opposite, that the poem reflects Browning
12
speaking out in his own person rather than through a dramatis persona.
Collins comments:
We certainly can read [it]...and draw definite conclusions as
to what Browning considered the essential religious doctrines
of his personal religious creed...[The poem indicates] that
Browning was quite willing to consider a number of religious
approaches—Evangelicalism, Roman Catholicism, and Biblical
Criticism...and single out from these analyses elements of
belief he himself could either accept or reject.^^
Brooke lists a number of conclusions which Browning was to have arrived at
through his study of religion in the poem:
belief in the divinity of Christ, in the power of Divine
Love, and in the realization that through human love man
in some way partakes of God's love; a growing awareness of
the limit of the power of reason...and finally, an under¬
standing that the world must not be seen as an end in itself,
but as a means to a higher goal.^^
The poem, then, at least as several critics see it, is Browning's soul-
searching for religious beliefs.
Brooke finds that there may be some questions as to the doctrine
of toleration expressed concerning the rationalist creed; it "does not
^^Blackburn, p. 123.
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seem to be representative of Browning's view of the matter.One may
point out, however, that Browning was never listed among the outspoken
critics of Biblical Criticism. He disagreed violently with it, but did
nothing to eradicate It. Such an attitude displays some degree of tolera¬
tion. Other critics point out that the outcome of the narrator's dis¬
cussion of religious toleration Is that he rejects It:
and so, while In Christmas-Eve is shown the good Inherent In
each form of belief,—whether masked by the vulgarity of ig¬
norance of the dissenting chapel, or the materialism and for¬
malism of St. Peter's, or the superficial Intellectuallsm of
a German university; yet we are warned against the Indiffer-
entlsm and coldness to which such toleration Is apt to lead.^^
Still other critics, regardless of the "toleration" Interlude, argue that
description of the professor at the University of Gottingen
Is, under a thin disguise, the expression of Browning's own
reaction to the writing of Strauss and his followers.17
One can be fairly sure, then, that the portrait of the professor of Gottin¬
gen and the Rationalist Creed Is In close agreement with Browning's
opinion of them.
Most critics agree, also, that the poem Is a revelation of Browning's
attitude toward Catholicism:
To begin with, Christ ^ present at this service... .Further,
Browning describes the Consecration so accurately and with
such a reverential attitude that It Is difficult to believe
he did not appreciate at least Its symbolic significance.
The Mass appeals to Browning because It evokes In him, and




^^Raymond, "Browning and Higher Criticism," p. 28.
^®Collins, p. 101.
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Browning, Collins argues, finds something of value In Roman Catholicism.
It Is true that he found much to complain of concerning the ritualism and
dogmatism of the Catholic Church, but also that he found doctrines and
dogmas with which he agreed.
Finally, It Is argued that the narrator's choice of Evangelicalism
Is consistent with Browning's own religious thought. Badger argues that
Browning's religious faith grew out of an Intuitive sense of
the power and love of God revealed In htiman life, as well as
In extenial nature.... [Thus] he could not agree with the
Catholic any more than with the Rationalist.^^
There Is, too, the argument that Browning's mother, who was a Dissenter,
had a great Influence on his religious beliefs and that he expressed this
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Influence "In poem after poem." And there Is the argument, for those who
had considered Browning unorthodox, that Christmas-Eve "moves from the God-
centered nondoctrlnal Christianity of his early poetry to an equally
liberal, but more specially doctrinal, mode of belief.
Although all the arguments equating Browning and the narrator seem
undeniable. It must not be forgotten that Browning was not. In the writing
of Chrlstmas-Eve. or In that of any other poem for that matter, simply a
man expressing personal views. Robert Browning was a poet, and one highly
skilled In the use of dramatis personae. To advance the premise that this
one poem completely breaks from the usual pattern Is not very sound think¬
ing. It Is perhaps, then, better to modify our comments as to the amount





The speaker echoes many of Browning's own views, but "Christinas
Eve" is not "R.B., a poem." The speaker maintains a life of
his own, speaking with a detachment and humor that saves the
poem from becomming dogmatic.
It cannot, after all, be forgotten that Browning did reply "no" when asked
if he were a Christian. And it has already been pointed out that "Browning's
view of Christianity transcends and includes the one-sidedness of the
churches and the Gottingen professor,that for him the real fortress
of Christianity is Christ and not any single creed.
We cannot, then, be too hasty in our judgment that Christmas-Eve
is the statement of Robert Browning's religious philosophy, just as we
cannot make that judgment of any of his other poems. But we can agree
that it comes closest of all the clerical poems studied thus far to voicing
some of the more noticeable of Browning's opinions on religious beliefs,
churches and clerics.
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King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 85.
^^Bury, p. 41.
^^Hiram Corson, "The Idea of Personality, as Embodied in Robert
Browning's Poetry," in Browning Studies, ed. by Edward Berdoe (London:
George Allen, 1895), p. 70.
CHAPTER VI
THE RING AND THE BOOK
The Ring and the Book provides the greatest number and widest
range of clerical portraits to be found in any single poem in Browning’s
canon. The story of a Roman murder case brought before the highest
ecclesiastical court, the poem offers a number of clerical portraits
which run the gamut of Roman Catholic hierarchy, from the man of only
minor clerical orders to the Pope himself.
In addition to the main clerical portraits of the poem, those
of Guido, Caponsacchi, and the Pope, which will be discussed shortly,
there are also several minor portraits of other clerics, most of which
are derogatory. In fact, there are so many defamatory clerical portraits
in the story that one critic sees as one of its highlights "the lastly
moral failure of so many believers."^
Among the lesser clerical portraits are those of Guido's brothers.
Abate Paul and Canon Girolamo, who have joined the priesthood "as the only
means of livelihood for younger sons of an Impoverished noble family."^;
The brother, abate Paolo, shrewder mouse.
Had pricked for comfortable quarters. Inched
Into the care of Rome and fattened so; (Bk III, 412-14)
^Malsie Ward, Robert Browning and His World; Two Robert Brownings?
(1861-95) (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 61.
^Robert Longbaum, "The Ring and the Book: A Relativist Poem," in
The Browning Critics, ed. by Boyd Litzlnger and K.L. Knickerbocker
(Lexington: U. of Kentucky Press, 1965), p. 269.
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But Paolo and Girolamo are more than mere social parasites; they are two
of the most vicious and hateful of Browning's characters. Throughout the
poem they are described In animal Images:
I saw the star supposed, but fog o' the fen.
Glided star-fashion by a glint from hell;
Having been heaved up, haled on Its gross way.
By hands unguessed before, Invisible help
From a dark brotherhood, and specially
Two obscure goblin creatures, fox-faced this.
Cat-clawed the other, called his next of kin
By Guido the main monster,—cloaked and caped.
Making as they were priests, to mock God more,—
Abate Paul, Canon Girolamo. (Bk I, 544-53)
These men, though they have taken Holy Orders, have helped Guido In all
his schemes. They planned and performed Guido's marriage, mistreated
Pompllla while she was at Arezzo and looked aside when Guido murdered
her. Certainly they can only be condemned as men as well as clerics.
Another religious portrait, and the first feminine one we have
seen. Is of the "Roman Convent that sheltered Pompllla, then sought after
her death to defame her In order to Inherit her property."^ Their desire,
then. Is not to help Pompllla, as their rellgloxis obligations demand, but
to make a profit from her. They reject and denounce her In her hour of
greatest need and try to defame her after her death. This portrait, like
the first. Is xmsatlsfactory, for It displays the shameful conduct of a
Church authority which falls In the fulfillment of Its religious obligations.^
The portraits of Guido's confessors. Cardinal Acclalvoll and Abate
Panclatlchl, are not as totally evil as those which preceded them. The
priests are, for Guido, "Symbols of his assumed betrayal by the church"^:
^Ibld.. p. 299.
^Idem.
^Klng, The Focusing Artifice, p. 142.
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Vlho are these you have let descend my stair?
Ha, their accursed psalm! Lights at the sill!
Is it "Open" they dare bid you? Treachery!
Sirs, have I spoken one word all this while
Out of the world of words I had to say?
Not one word! (Bk XI, 2414-19)
Guido feels that the secrecy of his confession has been violated, but he
forgets that he has already been sentenced.
On another level, the two priests represent the role which Guido
himself has played unsuccessfully for thirty years.^ They have succeeded
in the Church where he failed, even though he feels they are no more
Christian than he is: "—though the Christian's dumb,/The Latinist's
vivacious in you yet! (XI, 1929-30).
King insists, however, that the Cardinal and the Abate are not
really hypocrites, as Guido calls them. Instead, King argues, they repre¬
sent "the grace of God that is always available to Guido,and it is not
so much their fault as his that they have such little success in convincing
him of this fact. Nevertheless, they do not convince him. This lack of
priestly ability, as well as the worldliness Guido suggests, makes them
mediocre priests at best.
The final minor clerical portrait, and one at least as unfavorable
as all those above, is that of the Archbishop from whom Pompilia seeks aid
in her efforts to escape from Guido's grasp. The Archbishop, a man "over¬
laid with long-deposited crusts of convention,"^ misdirects Pompilia because






I felt there was just one thing Guido claimed
I had no right to give nor he to take;
We being in estrangement, soul from soul:
Till, when I sought help, the Archbishop smiled.
Inquiring into privacies of life,
--Said I was blamable-- (he stands for God)
Nowise entitled to exemption there.
Then I obeyed, --as surely had obeyed
Were the injunction "Since your husband bids.
Swallow the burning coal he proffers youI" '
But I did wrong, and he gave wrong advice
Though he were thrice Archbishop, --that, I know. (Bk VII, 721-32)
The Archbishop has no desire to become involved in Pompilia's life, much
less go against his religious conventions. He can do nothing but call her
a heretic and tell her to repent:
...I did rush—most true the charge--
And gain the Archbishop's house--he stands for God--
And fall upon my knees and clasp his feet.
Praying him hinder what my estranged soul
Refused to bear, though patient of the rest:
"Place me within a convent," I implored--
"Let me henceforward lead the virgin life
You praise in her you bid me imitate!"
What did he answer? "Folly of ignorance!
Know, daughter, circumstances make or mar
Virginity, —it is virtue or 't is vice
That which was glory in the Mother of God
Had been, for instance, damnable in Eve
Created to be mother of mankind.
Had Eve in answer to her Maker's speech
Be fruitful, multiply, replenish earth--
Pouted 'But I choose rather to remain
Single'—why she had spared herself forthwith
Further probation by the apple and snake.
Been pushed straight out of Paradise! For see—
If motherhood be qualified impure,
I catch you making God command Eve sin!
—A blasphemy so like these Molinists;
I must suspect you dip into their books."
Then he pursued "'Twas in your covenant." (Bk VII, 747-71)
Rather than face the problem of the present, the Archbishop chooses to
hide behind his "religion," calling up an example from the Bible to support
his argument. Pompilia's second use of the phrase"he stands for God"
becomes satiric; neither the reader nor Ponqiilia believes he is truly a
representative of God.
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The clerics we have seen have been hypocritical, villainous and
Immoral In varying degrees, but all of them are overshadowed by the greatest
villain of all. Count Guido Franceschlnl. Guido, a poverty-stricken noble,
has, as have many others, tried to gain a foothold in the church and Its
profits by taking minor orders:
Close to the Church, though clean of it, I assumed
Three or four Orders of no consequence,
—They cast out evil spirits and exorcise.
For example; bind a man to nothing more.
Give clerical savor to his layman's—salt.
Facilitate his claim to loaf and fish
Should miracle leave, beyond what feeds the flock.
Fragments to brim the basket of a friend—
While for the world's sake, I rode, danced and gained.
Quitted me like a courtier, measured mine
With whatsoever blade had fame In fence,
—Ready to let the basket go Its round
Even though my turn was come to help myself.
Should Dives count on me at dinner-time
As just the understander of a Joke
And not Immoderate In repartee. (Book V, 269-84)
Although he has found little financial success, he Is nevertheless "power¬
ful In the Church, with all the Influence of the clergy and nobility on
his slde."^ Thus he tries to use his clerical privilege to protect him¬
self from pimlshment for his crime
"Guilty you find him, death you doom him to?
Ay, were not Guido, more than needs a priest.
Priest and to spare!" —this was a shot reserved;
1 learn from these epistles which begin
Here where the print ends, see the pen and Ink
Of the advocate, the ready at a pinch!—
"My client boasts the clerkly privilege.
Has taken minor orders many enough.
Shows still sufficient chrism upon his pate
To neutralize a bloodstain: presbyter.
Prlmae tonsurae, subdlaconus
Sacerdos. so he slips from underneath
Your power, the temporal, slides inside the robe
^Ersklne, p. 251.
^^Langbaum, "The Ring and the Book; A Relativist Poem," p. 296.
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Of mother church: to her we make appeal
By the Pope, the Church's head!" (Book I, 255-68)
Guido has used his clerical orders to make his fortune and now he tries to
use them to save his life. "As count and cleric, he argues his exoneration
on the basis of law and custom emanating from society and the Church,
but his efforts are rebuked in both courts.
Guido is, then, only nominally a cleric. He believes in the tradi¬
tions of the Church. He agrees with the dogma and ritual, and he certainly
believes in the authority of the clerical hierarchy, as is witnessed by his
efforts to escape punishment for his crime. He is opposed to religious
liberals, mainly Molinists, condemning them for their divergence from the
Church.But for all his traditionalism and dogmatism, he has yet, at
the time of his trial, to perform a single Christian, much less a priestly,
act. His motives are always selfish, always vulgar. He reveals none of
the love basic to any mode of Christianity:
"Love," suggests some one, "love, a little word
Whereof we have not heard one syllable."
I would have rummaged, ransacked at the word
Those old odd comers of an empty heart
For remnants of dim love the long disused.
And dvisty crtimblings of romance! (Book V, 667-68, 691-95)
Guido, then, is a man Incapable of any kind of love as he first presents
his case to the Pope. Even if love were to be offered him without reserva¬
tion, he could not revive that "dim love" so long hidden within him. Such
an inability speaks badly of him in Christian terms. And it is unforglve-
able failure in him as a man and a cleric.
^^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 140.
^^Ibid.. p. 138.
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King argues that as a man Guido is not totally lost, that in his
final speech he "undergoes a divestment by which at last he sees himself
as a responsible human being.Though he defends and attempts to exoner¬
ate himself from blame as a count and cleric in Book V, as a man, at the
end of Book XI, he discovers himself indefensible and "undertakes a terrify¬
ing journey within, in search of self'.'^^ Though he is not less despicable.
King argues, he is more realistic, because he recognizes not only his
failure as count and cleric but also, and more importantly, as man and
lover. His final cry, almost a prayer, "Abate, --Cardinal, —Christ,
--Maria, —God.../Pompilia, will you let them murder me?" (Book IX, 2426-
27) King takes to be a sign of his self-realization and chance for salva¬
tion. Guido, then, may be no less a failure as a man and a cleric, but in
the end he is aware, as some of the minor clerics are not, that he has
failed.
Our first impression of Guiseppe Caponsacchi, the second of the
main clerical portraits in The Ring and the Book, is that he is a "spiritu¬
ally dead, clerical manikin.He is a priest, it is true, but "one of
those polished and cultivated priests of whom Rome makes such excellent
use." ” And indeed his reputation is quite widespread throughout Arezzo:
There was a certain young bold handsome priest
Popular in the city, far and wide
Famed, since Arezzo's but a little place.
As the best of good con^anions, gay and grave






Or sidling, lute on lap, by lady's couch
Ever the courtly Canon.... (Book III, 839-45)
Caponsacchl is, then, a dandy and a ladies' man as well as a priest, and
before the actual story takes place he finds little conflict in his dual
role.
Caponsacchl had hesitated to join the church, fearing perhaps
that the freedom of his gay life would be taken from him;
But the Archbishop of that easy time, two hundred years ago,
told him that the Church was strong enough to bear a few
light priests and that he would be set free from many
ecclesiastical duties if, by assiduity in society and with
women, he strengthened the social weight of the church.
It is the Catholic Church itself, then, which is responsible for the
presence of its foppish priests and which in fact cultivates their worldly,
immoral and indifferent attitude. Looking back, Caponsacchl feels he "was
good enough for that" (Book VI, 337).
The change that comes over Caponsacchl, then, is caused by an
influence from without the bounds of his religion. Neither his clerical
vows nor his priestly duties, but his relationship with a wcxoan, Pompllia,
gives him the self-awareness he needs to become a better cleric and
Christian.
Sirs, I obeyed. Obedience was too strange,—
This new thing that had been struck into me
By the look o' the lady, —to dare disobey
The first authoritative word. 'TWas God's
I had been lifted to the level of her.
Could take such sounds into my sense. I said
"We two are cognisant o' the Master now;
"She it is bids me bow the head: how true,
"I am a priest! I see the function here;
"I thought the other way self-sacrifice:
"This is the true, seals up the perfect sian.
"I pay it, sit down, silently obey.... (Book VI, 1010-21)
Ibidem
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That which strengthens Caponsacchi's religious belief, then, is responsible
for his reconsideration of his "religion":
The bonds of his old existence snapped, the former heaven
and earth died for him, and that death was the beginning
of life.... But he presently realized that his new task did
not contravene, but only completed, the old ideal. The
Church had offered her priest no alternative between the
world and the cloister—self-indulgence and self-slaughter.
For Ignoble passions her sole remedy was to crush passion
altogether....he recognized that the true self-sacrifice,
the perfect priesthood, lay by way of life, not death.
He does not choose to abandon his Catholicism, but he is forced to accept
a set of antitheses which shape his conduct. He finds, for example, that
his obligations to the Church are opposed to his obligations to Pompllla.
Likewise, he finds the "system" of the Church opposed to the grace he may
receive from helping Pompilla. The Church and its system, then, represent
a spiritual death, while Pompllia and grace offer spiritual llfe.^^
Caponsacchl, moreover, strays from the dogma of his religion. He
begins to feel that the Thomlstlc system upon which the Church is based is
a system of darkness, depression and death. The imposition of belief, he
finds, is no longer acceptable. He prefers. Instead, a pletlstlc faith
which emphasizes private judgment and the direct, intuitive apprehension
20
of God. This second system is Mollnlsm, an heretical method which is
rejected by the Church. But Caponsacchl finds it to be closer to the truths
of Christianity:
"Young man, can it be true
"That after all your promise of sotmd fruit,
"You have kept away from Countess young or old
"And gone play truant in church all day long?
l%erford, pp. 177-78
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"Are you turning Molinist?" I answered quick:
"Sir what if I turned Christian? It might be. (Book VI, 469-74)
Caponsacchi is a cleric, then, who has undergone a spiritual awakening
which has at the same time strengthened his Christianity and weakened
his Catholicism:
His spiritual journey takes him from church to Pon^iilia,
from Summa to Molinism, from rationalistic certainty to
creative doubt, from ritual to grace, from priest to man.
It is a divestation. His salvation is at last to stand in
"immortal nakedness," a man before God.^^
Though Caponsacchi has removed himself from orthodox Christianity, from the
dogma and ritual of his religion, he is not to be condemned for his action.
Indeed, his rejection of a formalized creed has served to inspire his Chris¬
tianity and has allowed him to fulfill himself as both priest and man.
The portrait of Pope Innocent, the last of the major clerical por¬
traits of The Ring and the Book, is perhaps the most complex of all Browning's
clerical studies. He is a man who impresses us as being at once intellectual
and sensitive:
In the case of the Pope, we are brought into the presence of
a superior intellect--one-sided, perhaps, but immensely strong
in the direction of moral judgment; the mind of an old man
whose entire life has been spent in the finest study of human
nature in its manifestations of good and evil.^^
His years of study are now to be culminated in what he feels may be one of
his final acts as Pope. This last decision, then, becomes a personal Arma¬
geddon^^ as he proceeds to study the case and pass judgment. His chapter in
The Ring and the Book is a conversation with himself, a dialogue between




King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 152.
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The Pope finds he must develop a rationale for moral action in a
world where traditional values are no longer valid.He has examined the
doctrine of papal infallibility (1-161) and has determined that he must
judge Guido as a man and not as a cleric; "Which of the judgments was
infallible?/ Which of my predecessors spoke for God?" (Book X, 151-52).
Moreover, in his investigation of truth the Pope
comes to see that the truth is something other than the machinery
by which men understand it. He sees that...myth, dogma, the
machinery changes, but truth remains—never in equilibrium with
the machinery and sometimes in direct conflict with it.^^
He realizes, then, that truth is always relative and can never be revealed
as an absolute to any individual or any institution. He decides he must
sacrifice "the social order, and even the Christian era, to Christian truth."26
The Pope is less disturbed by this loss of absolutes, however, than
he is by the failure of his institution, the Roman Catholic Church. He sees
the corruption which is growing among the clerics, and contemplates it "with
the 'terror' of one who sees his fundamental assumptions shaken at the root."27
Indeed, Innocent admits, Euripides and other non-Christians have come closer
to the Christian ideal than most seventeenth-century Churchmen.28
Those who have found their way, the Pope discovers, are only those,
like Caponsacchi, who have found their way outside and not within the Church.
Innocent is forced to ask himself if the Church has lost touch with reality
and is relevant now only through its heretics--like the Molinists--or its
^^Idem.
^^angbaum, "The Ring and the Book; A Relativist Poem," p. 294.
^^Ibid., p. 300.
^^Herford, p. 182.
^®King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 155.
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erring:
As we break up that old faith of the world.
Have we, next age, to break up this the new—
Faith In the thing grown faith In the report—
Whence need to bravely disbelieve report
Through Increased faith 1* the thing reports belle? (Book X, 1864-68)
Perhaps, then, the old structure of the Church must be remodeled. Innocent
concludes. In order that It have meaning for future generations. Tom
between his desire for the old order and a relevant church, the Pope strug¬
gles between belief and doubt, orthodoxy and heresy, tradition and revision.
Finally, as we have seen,
he Is convinced that disbelief takes from man all motive
for action and renders him morally and spiritually Impotent.
Man must, he knows, for reasons psychological and moral,
retain a basis from which action Is possible.29
The base upon which the Pope constructs his belief Is neither Thomlstlc nor
dogmatic. Indeed, It Is almost Mollnlst In direction. The Pope, then, dis¬
covers for himself a revitalization of his faith through personal belief and
Intuition, and he will attempt to Influence the Church In these directions
In order to strengthen and preserve It.
The question which arises, now that the clerical portraits have been
studied. Is to what degree Is Browning actively and personally taking part In
this poem. The Ring and the Book. Most critics, surprisingly enough, are
quite willing to claim a very active and personal role for the poet In the
execution of his poem.
For the most part, students of the poem are agreed that the Pope Is
30Browning's most fully developed alter-ego. Badger, for example. Insists that
^^Idem.
^^Charles T. Phipps, "Adoptatlon from the Past, Creation for the
Present: A Study of Browning's 'The Pope'," Studies In Philology. LXV, No. 4
(July, 1968), 722.
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Browning himself must be speaking in The Ring and the Book
when the Pope utters his prophetic words about an age to
come after his death, whose mission shall be "to shake this
torpor of assurance from our creed."31
Fairchild, too, suggests that it is Browning, only "diaphanously disguised
as the Pope," who reviews the case, reaches the concltislon, dispenses praise
and blame and, finally, renders judgment.It is almost universally agreed,
then, that Browning's religious philosophy pervades the entire poem, and
33
especially the Pope's monologue. The Pope is, consequently, a Catholic
defender of Browning's version of Protestantism.
Among those opinions Browning proffers through the Pope is the
praise of Molinism:
To Browning, Jansenius, Molinos and Fenelon were simply
synonyms for "heretic"—^without, of course, any of the
term's pejorative connotations. They were freedom-loving,
religious non-conformists who had been persecuted by
ecclesiastical tyranny, and therefore, mutatis mutandi.
Pro-Dissenter like himself....he made Molinism into a new
thing, devoid of special meaning, but connoting every¬
thing that is free and sincere in religion....34
In general, the Pope, like Browning, is an advocate of a personal and
intuitive religion and one which is not overly orthodox. The portrait
of the Pope, then, is something of a tour de force in which Browning achieves
a criticism of Catholicism as well as a presentation of his own dissenting
theology and yet maintains an artistically belleveable character.
There is some controversy as to Browning's specific purpose in
writing the poem. Some critics feel that it was his intention from the
^^Badger, pp. 31-32.
^^Fairchild, p. 226.
^^hipps, "Adaptation from the Past...," p. 713.
^^Ibid.. p. 708.
35 Ibid., p. 713.
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first to discredit the Catholic Church. Though Browning denied such
intentions, Phipps has noted that Browning "clouted the most prominent
English Catholics and their converts" in three of his most memorable
lines;
Go get you manned by Manning and newmanned
By Newman and, mayhap, wise-manned to boot
By Wiseman, and we'll see or else we won't! (Book 1, 414-16)
Most critics, however, argue that the poem reveals Browning's "deep and
subtle insight into the genius of the Romish Church.Blackburn points
out that there are not as many "gibes at Catholicism" in The Ring and the
Book as in Christmas-Eve and Easter-Pay.Indeed, Maisie Ward finds a
definite relationship between Browning's philosophy and the Catholic faith:
Browning, so often apparently at enmity with the Church,
stands in this poem far more as those Catholic Churchmen
stand today who unite a total faith with a complete open¬
ness of criticism, and to whom the word Christian means
more than Catholic....He is in no way attacking the Church
in this poem, but, through the mouth of its ruler on earth,
lamenting the failure to fulfill its ideals.
Other critics feel that the target of the poem is religion
Browning's time. Raymond feels, for exan^ile, that the poem is the
watermark of metaphysical thought in nineteenth century poetry."^®





^^Hiram Corson, "The Idea of Personality as Embodied in Robert
Browning's Poetry," in Browning Studies, ed. by Edward Berdoe (London:
George Allen, 1895), p. 61.
^®Blackburn, p. 121.
^^Ward, p. 59.
^^illiam 0. Raymond, "The Infinite Moment," in The Browning Critics
ed. by Boyd Litzinger and K. L. Knickerbocker (Lexington; U. of Kentucky
Press, 1965), p. 231.
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conment on Browning's own times:"
His awareness of the limits of human reason and his distrust
of those values codified in social customs and institutions,
codes and courts of law, theological systems and religious
institutions reflect more nearly the skeptical mood of the
nineteenth than of the seventeenth century. ^
The argument for the past relevance of the poem is found within its con¬
text, and the equally good argument for its present relevance is argued by
several critics. Whether or not, indeed, either argument is independently
correct, there must be something which the two periods have in common which
enables such a comparison to be made. The mutual characteristic which
allows for the comparison between seventeenth and nineteenth century reli¬
gion is found within the institutionalization of the religion, rather than
in any single adherent of the religious creed. Browning dislikes, even
hates, some of the clerical figures, it is true, but his contempt
is greater for the system which they embody than for the men
they are. They are victims not of self-interest...but of
institutionalism. Their grotesqueness results from the dis¬
tortion which occurs when truth and goodness become codified
and institutionalized...Its operation...conforms to assump¬
tions external to man and irrelevant to his soul's needs....
it alienates men from themselves,
of self realization and salvation. 4:
naering cnem incapaoie
Browning's true purpose, then, seems to be to reveal that all systems and
institutions, particularly religious ones, are barriers, rathern than
stepping-stones to truth. During the course of the poem, Langbaum points
out, "all the institutions for distinguishing right from wrong—the law,
the Church...—all have been either entirely wrong"^"^ or only partly right.
Thus the machinery of Christianity, its orthodoxy and institutionalism, is
^^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 133.
^2ibid., p. 162.
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Langbaum, "The Ring and the Book: A Relativist Poem," p. 281.
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almost completely at odds with its meaning and purpose.
We have seen, then, in The Ring and the Book the failure of a great
number of "orthodox" Christians, among them Guido's brothers, the Arch¬
bishop and the Convertites. We have seen, indeed, the extremes to which
institutionalism can reach in Guido's attempt to find exoneration from his
punishment through his clerical position. And we have seen regeneration
and salvation in those, like Caponsacchi and the Pope, who were able to
free themselves from institutionalism and to discover a truer Christianity.
Browning's purpose, then, is to "deny that God's truth can be embodied in
conventions, laws, manners, judgments, institutions."^^ With the fulfilment
of this purpose. Browning has offered his readers the most complete state¬




In addition to the several major critical portraits we have just
studied, there are many other clerical studies found in the minor poems of
Browning's canon. Among these poems are "A Death in the Desert,” "Johannes
Agricola in Meditation," Pippa Passes. Red Cotton Night-Cap Country.
"Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister" and "Rabbi Ben Ezra." A brief examina¬
tion of each of these may not only enlarge our understanding of Browning's
attitudes toward clergymen and their religions, but may also offer insights
into the nature of Browning's personal religion.
Saint John's speech in "A Death in the Desert" has been called,
with one exception ("The Pope"), "the most elaborate and closely reasoned
apologia for Christianity throughout Broking's poetry."^ In it Browning
discusses, in some detail, the origins of Christianity, the question of
miracles, and the development of the Christian faith and offers his most
direct rejoinder to the attacks made upon the basis of Christianity by
Higher Criticism.
As John is about to die, he realizes that the Christian faith in
which he believes must undergo several changes in order that it be accept¬
able to later generations. Among those embellishments of Christianity
which are no longer acceptable is the belief in miracles. John insists
^Raymond, "Browning and Higher Criticism," pp. 32-33.
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on the validity of the miracles he witnessed, but;
he suggests that miracles were of use only to convince the
simple and uninformed who could be reached in no other way.
Their need is past and they may cease. Men must achieve
belief on higher grounds.^
John feels, then, that man must continue to grow in his faith and that
miracles themselves are not enough to foster that growth.
"I say that man was made to grow, not stop;
"That help, he needed once, and needs no more,
"Having grown but an inch by, is withdrawn:
"For he hath new needs, and new helps to these.
"This imports solely, man should mount on each
"New height in view; the help whereby he mounts,
"The ladder-rung his foot has left may fall,
"Since all things suffer change save God the Truth.
"Man apprehends Him newly at each stage
"Whereat earth's ladder drops, its service done;
"And nothing shall prove twice what once was proved. (424-34)
Miracles may once have guided man to the truth, but they are no longer of
value, no matter how valid they are.
John's ultimate desire, then, is that man learn to know "God the
Truth" through whatever means possible. And he argues that man can best
be guided by the doctrine of love;
For life, and all its yields of joy and woe.
And hope and fear,--believe the aged friend,--
Is just our chance o' the prize of learning love.
How love might be, hath been indeed, and is;
And that we hold thenceforth to the uttermost
Such prize despite the envy of the world.
And, having gained truth, keep truth: that is all. (244-50)
The central fact of the Christian revelation for John, as for Browning, is
that manifestation of God as a God of love, and the grasping
of this fact is for each individual soul the highest test
and highest exercise of its powers.^




guidance of all men if Christianity is to have a future;
Quick, for time presses, tell the whole mind out.
And let us ask and answer and be saved!
book speaks on, because it cannot pass;
One listens quietly, nor scoffs but pleads,
’Here is a tale of things done ages since;
What truth was ever told the second day?
Wonders, that would prove doctrine, go for naught.
Remains the doctrine, love; well we must love.
And what we love most, power and love in one.
Let us acknowledge on the record here.
Accepting these in Christ: must Christ then be?
Has he been? Did not we ourselves make him?
Our mind receives but what it holds, no more.
First of the love, then; we acknowledge Christ—
A proof we comprehend his love, a proof
We had such love already in ourselves
Knew first what else we should not recognize. (366-82)
John's insistence on the doctrine of love becomes an attack on the Higher
Criticism which was undermining fundamental Christian beliefs. With this
defense in mind, some critics have suggested that the poem is a reply to
Biblical critics who questioned the rationality and historical validity
of Christianity. John, they say,
does not question their logic or their scholarship, but
argues that their conclusion—the discrediting of Christianity—
is a non sequitur. He grants, at least for the sake of argu¬
ment, their strictures against Christianity; he discards, also,
traditional defenses based upon revelation and miracle.^
Granting the rationalist claims, John argues, as we have seen, that Chris¬
tianity must be defended on other grounds. His "apology" is developed
in essentially non-Christian language and thought patterns:
[John's] apology breaks with tradition. It is essentially
modem, at once pragmatic and existential. Christianity is
valid, he asserts, because of all world views it best meets
man's intimate needs
John, then, does not negate reason, but assigns it to a new role, if a
4
King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 125.
^Ibid.. p. 126.
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subordinate one. In religion.
John's arguments for Christianity and against Higher Criticism,
some students have pointed out, are exactly those of hid creator. He Is,
In fact, so much like Browning that he scarcely resentbles the historical
figure he represents.^ John, then. Is close to being an alter-ego of his
author.
The purpose of the poem can be seen In terms of Browning's own
brand of religion. Critics suggest that the poet wished to present Chris¬
tianity "In a manner adapted to the needs of the nineteenth century,'-’^
that Is, "as a religion of the spirit with love as its Inspiring motive."^
It becomes apparent that It was Browning's Intention, through the character
of St. John, to offer his own religious philosophy In place of both extremes
of religious belief—orthodoxy and Higher Criticism—^whlch had caused the
religious quagmire of the nineteenth centuiy. "A Death In the Desert,"
like "The Pope," thus becomes almost a soapbox for the expression of
Browning's religious philosophy.
Johannes Agricola, unlike St. John, Is a religious fanatic who
expresses the extreme and Immoral Antlnomlan philosophy. His belief In
the unimportance of morality and the necessity of faith is a total passion
for him:
I have God's warrant, could I blend
All hideous sins, as In a cup.
To drink the mingled venoms up;
Secure my nature will convert
The draught to blossoming gladness fast:
While sweet dews turn to the gourd's hurt,
%onan, p. 444.
^Alexander, p. 86.
^Raymond, "Browning and Higher Criticism," p. 37.
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And bloat, and while they bloat It, blast
As from the first its lot was cast. (33-40)
Believing he is among the elect, Agricola does not find it necessary to
confine himself to the bounds of morality. His faith, he feels, is strong
enough to accept his predestination.
Some critics find it amazing that Browning could have withheld his
9
disapproval and rebuke from the portrait of the Calvinistic cleric. But
King points out that Agricola is less repugnant than some other clerics,
although he asserts an equally unacceptable theology:
The difference between the...[clerics] lies in the fuller,
more ambivalent conception of Agricola, who argues a
theology of predestination with such intensity and passion
that he commands some sympathy. We respond emotionally if
not intellectually, attracted to him on one level while we
are repelled on another.
Thus, though Agricola*8 religious philosophy is not acceptable to Browning,
the emotionalism with which he feels his religion is appealing, for, though
vastly different from Browning's, it is based on the same personal and
emotional Intuition.
The Monsignor, in Fippa Passes, though his religious beliefs are
more moderate than those of Johannes Agricola, is nevertheless to be sooner
and more soundly condemned than he, for his religion has no meaning in his
life. Religion excites none of the emotion in the Monsignor which it does
in Agricola. In fact, it excites no reaction at all in the Monsignor until
his conscience is reawakened by Pippa's song.
The Monsignor, then, is a character whose type we have seen before
in Browning's poetry. He is a combination of
^Fairchild, p. 225.
^^King, The Focusing Artifice, pp. 70-71.
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the intensely spiritual and Intensely worldly man, whose
unfailing Interest lies in the conflict and uncertain
adjustment of two opposing personality traits.
The Monsignor, then, is not a man of passion, but one of cool intellectual-
ism. His creed may be theoretically closer to Browning's than that of
Johannes Agricola, but he is no more acceptable than that cleric because
his religion is based on little inner conviction.
The portraits of the religious figures in Red Cotton Night-Cap
Country are created, most critics feel, to reveal the "superstitious nature
of a religion which in the name of saints destroys.To this end the
author presents the priests and nuns as scheming, dishonest, materialistic,
ignorant and superstitious:
...the couple yonder, Father Priest
And Mother Nun, who came and went and came
Beset this clairvoux, trundled money-much
To midden and the main leap oft enough.
But never bade unshut from sheath the gauze.
Nor showed that, who would fly, must let fall filth.
And warn 'Your jewel, brother, is a blotch:
Sister, your lace trails ordure! Leave your sins.
And so best gift with crown and grace with Robe. (4131-39)
The clerics, so caught up in their own worldliness, cannot fulfil their
obligations to others. They guide their fellow Catholics, instead, down
a road of perverse superstition.
The failure of the Church is witnessed in the story of Miranda,
whose search for exoneration from sin leads him only to frustration, super¬
stition and, finally, death:
The climaxing scene in which Miranda throws himself from
the tower is an obvious parody of the second temptation of
Christ. Miranda, with the Church as guide, does precisely
what Christ refuses to do. By implication, then. Browning
^^Honan, pp. 89-90.
^^King, The Focusing Artifice, p. 189.
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associates the Church with the devil, the Instrument of human
destruction rather than light.
The Church, then, as the poet depicts It, was partly responsible for Miranda's
death, because It encouraged his perversions and kept him from the truth.
It was Browning's purpose to condemn In Red Cotton Night-Cap Coirntry
not the clerics so much as the religion they profess.
Browning was never S3nnpathetlc with the Catholic Church,
but In no other poem does he denounce It so dogmatically....
His bitterness Is directed against social and religious
Institutions which use their power to destroy rather than
save human llfe.l^
In this poem, then. It Is not so much with orthodox doctrine as with the
practices and Influences of the Church that Browning Is upset. He cannot
restrain his contempt, for example, for the Church's abuse of Its pretended
miraculous powers.
Red Cotton Night-Cap Country Is the portrait of a religion more
than of specific clerics, though the portrait Is worked out through them.
The poem reveals, again. Browning's dislike for the Catholic religion's
orthodoxy and Institutionalism as well as for Its superficiality and com¬
placency. The clerical portraits, then, are merely useful tools In the
poet's overall goal.
Unlike Red Cotton Night-Cap Country. "Soliloquy of the Spanish
Cloister" Is the portrait of an Individual rather than a religion. As
such It offers "In a few lines, possibly the strongest Interpretation of
hypocrisy In literature.The monk In the cloister Is supposedly a man
of God, yet all his waking hours are spent In actively hating another
^^ibld.. p. 191.




The monk Is unaware of his own hypocrisy. Indeed, he thinks him¬
self to be a praiseworthy cleric and good Christian:
When he finishes refection.
Knife and fork he never lays
Crosswise, to my recollection
As do I In Jesu's praise.
I the Trinity Illustrate,
Drinking watered orange-pulp—
In three sips the Arlan frustrate;
While he drains his at one gulp. (33-40)
The speaker Is, then, at least In the outward manifestations of Christianity,
a traditionalist, and "Brother Laurence's liberalism Is an anathema to hlm."^^
The monk does not realize, moreover, that his hatred of Brother
Lawrence is at variance with that same Christian traditionalism of which
he Is so proud. The result Is an antithetical cond^lnatlon of reverence and
hatred which results in hypocrisy: "'St., there's Vespers! Plena gratia./
Ave Virgo! Gr-r-r—you swine!" (71-72).
Such a "hair-splitting"^^ theology as the monk's Is composed of
all those elements which Browning finds personally repulsive In religion:
a Pharisaical Interest In precision, extreme rationalism, and exaggerated
Intellectualism. The speaker calls Brother Lawrence a Manichee (56), but
Brooke points out that Browning finds him to be the true Manichee of the
poem.^®
The greatest flaw, perhaps, in the speaker's "religion" Is that It
Is a religion without love. As Browning sees It, no religious philosophy
^®Ina Beth Sessions "The Dramatic Monologue," PMLA. LXII, No. 2
(June, 1947), 512.
^^Mlrlam R. Starkman, "The Manichee In the Cloister: A Reading of
Browning's 'Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister'," Modem Language Notes.
LXXV, No. 4 (April, 1960), 399.
p. 404.
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is complete without love. The speaker's religion, then, regardless of
its basis in Christianity, is totally repulsive to Browning.
Again, then, we are made aware of Browning's antipathy toward
orthodoxy and institutionalism. And we realize that Browning feels it
is precisely these two manifestations of Christianity which are respon¬
sible for the speaker's lack of true Christian feeling;
Browning somehow retains a single innocence, resisting
the institutionalism that has reduced the speaker to a
hateful, lustful, Pharisaical old man. In Freudian
overtones. Browning asserts the insidiousness of a sys¬
tem that prevents man from being less than whole.^®
Browning, then, places at least part of the blame for the speaker's hypo¬
crisy on the religious system of which he is a part.
The portrait in the "soliloquy," then, is one of a man whose lack
of Christianity is fostered by the very institution of Christianity, the
Catholic Church. Though the Church is only partly to blame--it did not
have the same effect on Brother Lawrence—its failure to help those in
need of Christianity is made all the more apparent. Thus Browning's con¬
demnation extends to the Church which has failed in its responsibility,
as well as to the cleric who exhibits only a most superficial Christianity.
"Rabbi Ben Ezra" is the only portrait of a non-Christian clerical
figure which Browning offers in his poetry. And the portrait, unlike all
the preceding ones, has little if anything, to do with the expression of
a formal theology. It is, on the other hand, an expression of optimism
which some students feel is "attributable to the strength of Browning's
religious convictions. 1.21
^^Brooke, p. 266.
^^ing. The Focusing Artifice, p. 70.
^^Gerald B. Kauver and Gerald C. Sorensen, The Victorian Mind
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1969), p. 368.
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The poem is, unlike any of the other clerical studies, a positive
statement of belief. It does not criticize formal creeds or even individual
beliefs. The personal creed offered in the poem is not attacked, as are
most of the religious creeds expressed by clerics. Such a situation has
led students to believe that
"Rabbi Ben Ezra".. .bears the burden_of what he /Browning/
had to say to his generation, but /.i£/ lifted far above
mere didactism by the sustained glow in which ethical
passion and its imaginative splendour indistinguishably
blend.
The Rabbi's philosophy is one based on faith and action; it argues that
man must strive if he is to serve God on earth and be rewarded by him
after death;
Then welcome each rebuff.
That turns earth's smoothness rough.
Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go!
Be our joys three-parts pain!
Strive and hold cheap the strain.
Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never grudge the throe. (36-41)
This philosophy of "strive...learn...dare" is, then, suggested to be
Browning's personal creed. As such, students judge it to be
a little optimistic perhaps, but certainly not with the
optimism which blinks the facts of life; a little pan¬
theistic, as perhaps are all the great religions and all
the great philosophies when you come to examine them from
certain points of view and mood; a trifle unsubstantial,
as divine philosophy must always be.23
In "Rabbi Ben Ezra," then, we have positive statement of religious philo¬
sophy, and one which, indeed, would seem to reflect Browning's opinions
and beliefs. Though we cannot say that the poem is the ultimate statement
22
George Saintsbury, "Browning," in The Browning Critics, ed. by




of Browning's religion, we must admit that it is an expression of some of
Browning's beliefs and that as such increases our understanding of his
religious philosophy.
The several poems studied in this chapter have offered new inform¬
ation in our study of Browning's clerical characters and their religions.
And they have, moreover, provided new and diverse expressions of his
religious beliefs in both their negative and positive aspects. They have,
then, provided many insights into the total perception of Browning's
religious philosophy.
In addition to these minor portraits, there are still a few poems
which provide clerical studies. These, however, offer few new insights
into Browning's religious philosophy. Among these poems are "Pictor
Ignotis" and "Abt Vogler," which are very similar in situation and comment
to "Fra Lippo Lippi"; "The Confessional" and "Confessions," which comment
on the failure of institutionalism and conventionalism; "Ivan Ivanovitch,"
in which the parish priest is merely a second Pope Innocent; "Gold Hair,"
which simultaneously attacks Higher Criticism and one of Browning's con¬
temporaries, Bishop Colenso; and "Parleyings with Daniel Bartoli," which
rejects aspects of dogma and orthodoxy.
The study of Browning's clerics, as it was outlined, has been
completed. All the information gathered must now be combined in an effort
to arrive at some conclusions concerning Browning's attitude toward clergy¬
men and their creeds and the expression of his own religious philosophy.
This summation and conclusion is the object of the final chapter.
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
Browning's clerical poems, we have seen, offer his opinion of the
clergymen and religions of his own and past times. However, because of the
negative nature of most of the portraits It has been argued by some critics
that Browning was unable to express his own religious philosophy In them:
because he did not take a sectarian stand...he took no
stand at all, and because he wrote on religion almost
exclusively In the dramatic modes, he did not express
his own convictions.1
Several critics. In fact, notice that the most religious struggles In
Browning's poetry are not found In the clerical portraits at all. Miller
points to the deep religious experiences of Paracelsus, Sordello and Pauline,
2
noting that none of these characters are clerics.
In most cases, too, critical studies of Browning's theology Ignore
the clerical poems. Miller, again, Ignores them all, except to call Bishop
3
Blougram a villain. Woodhouse Includes among the religious figures Karshlsh,
the Arab physician, and Cleon, the Helenlstlc polymath,^ both of whom served
an apostolic function while neither was a cleric.







clerical portraits we have studied In a variety of categories, l.e.,
artistic emotion, argumentative poems, didactic poems, fierce emotions,
historical poems, humorous or satiric poems, and miscellaneous. In the
religious category, on the other hand, she Includes "Saul" and the "Epistle
for Dramatis Personae," but no clerical portraits.^
Collections of religious poems also Ignore, for the most part, all
of Browning's clerical studies. Caroline Hill Includes In her edition
"Abt Vogler," "Rabbi Ben Ezra" and the "Song" from Plppa Passes.^ And
James Morrison, In addition to those In Hill's volume. Includes "A Death
In the Desert" and "Bishop Blougram's Apology" In his anthology.^
The main reason for the lack of clerical poems In religious anthologies
Is that the opinions Browning puts forth In them are generally negative rather
than positive. Indeed, those poems which offer a more positive approach to
the problem of creed, such as "Rabbi Ben Ezra" and "A Death In the Desert,"
have been Included In religious anthologies fairly often. But It cannot be
denied that Browning chooses more often to make positive statements of his
religious philosophy In non-clerical portraits.
The conclusion to be drawn from this discovery must be that Browning
saw that he had ultimately very little In common with formal religious creeds.
And he used the clerical poems predominantly to Illustrate what he did not
believe In. But It may also be argued that Browning has successfully revealed
his own philosophy through his very criticism of other religious philosophies.
^Mrs. Sutherland Orr, Handbook to the Works of Robert Browning (6th
ed,, rev.; London: George Bell and Sons, 1892).
^Caroline Miles Hill, ed. The World's Great Religious Poetry (New
York: Macmillan Co., 1942).
^Jaunes Dalton Morrison, Masterpieces of Religious Verse (New York:
Harper and Brothers Pub., 1948).
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We have surmised from the clerical portraits In Browning's canon
that he was a religious liberal, a man who put his belief not In the con¬
crete trappings of Christianity but In the abstract elements of which It
Is composed. His religion, then, is one which "transcends ecclesiastical
O
Christianity and yet includes It."
The fundamental statement of Browning's religious philosophy seems
to evolve from the conflict of Institutionalized religion versus personal
freedom In belief. We have seen, for example, that most often the cleric
who hides behind the convention, tradition and dogma of religious belief,
a cleric such as Bishop Blougram, the Bishop of Saint Praxed's and the
Archbishop In The Ring and the Book, Is a total failure both as a cleric
and as a man. Those clerics, on the other hand, who rebel against the
institution of religious belief, clerics such as Fra Llppo, Caponsacchl
and the Pope, are most often praised In Browning's poetry. One fundamental
principle to be learned from the clerical portraits concerning the poet's
religion, then. Is that It cannot be Institutionalized:
More often than not. Browning's poems seem to argue,
man's real interests are obscured and tragically mis¬
directed by pressures from dead conventions and institu¬
tions outside himself. His will Is blunted and some¬
times perverted by human Inadequacies.^
In opposition to Institutionalism, Browning demands an individualistic
approach toward belief. His own religion, then. Is an extremely personal
one which rejects the sheepish acceptance of formalized creeds witnessed
in most of the clerical portraits:
®Bury, p, 43.
%ing. The Focusing Artifice, p. xix.
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Browning's religion is one of Intellect and morality,
but not belief and obedience—those who follow Browning's
religion are good—few as they are.^®
The religion Browning praises by way of his negative approach is a Chris¬
tian Humanism or Platonism, or even the heretical Mollnlsm, because these
offer a freedom in belief which no formalized creed is able to provide.
Another religious principle of Browning's which the reader is made
aware of through a negative approach is his fundamental belief in the
doctrine of love as the basis of any creed:
The concept of God as love, a concept which Browning
falls to find in the minds of the rationalist Strauss
or the Epicure Blougram, any more than in the Bishop
of Saint Praxed's, Informs a large number of Browning's
poems.
The veiry fact that this principle is missing from the clerical portraits
makes Browning's adherence to it all the more obvious. The fact, more¬
over, that Browning disagrees with his clerics is infinitely more notice¬
able than the fact that he agrees with them. The negativism foimd in the
clerical portraits, then, is most helpful in the revelation of Browning's
personal religious philosophy.
Indeed, it is this negatlvlstlc approach toward clergymen and
rellglotis creeds which has made Browning's poetry:
one of the most potent of the Influences which in the
nineteenth century helped to break down the shallow and
mischievous distinction between the "sacred" and the
"secular," and to set in its place the profounder division
between man enslaved by apathy, routine and mechanical
morality, and man lifted by the law of love into a service
which is perfect freedom, into an approximation to God which







Brovming's clerical portraits provide, then, more than the poet's opinions
toward certain clergymen and their religions. They provide also, and more
Importantly, an understanding of Browning's own religious philosophy, a
philosophy which had a vital influence on both his century and posterity.
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